A private university with seven degree-granting schools, SMU is a distinguished center for teaching and research located in the heart of Dallas. SMU’s 11,000 students benefit from small classes, leadership opportunities and its international reach.

The Seventeenth of May
Two Thousand and Fourteen at Nine O’Clock
Moody Coliseum
We celebrate the graduation of thousands of SMU students as we mark the centennial years of SMU’s founding from 1911–1915.

On this unique occasion, we salute our visionaries, dreamers and creators who stand ready to take the next steps into the future and change the world.

And we honor the students, faculty, parents and friends who shaped SMU’s first 100 years and laid the foundation for an extraordinary second century.
ORDER OF EXERCISE

PRELUDIAL CONCERT
Imperial Brass

THE GREAT FANFARE
Imperial Brass

PROCESSIONAL*

ACADEMIC PROCESSIONAL
Paul W. Ludden
Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs, President
Candidates for Graduation
50th Reunion Class
Representatives of the Faculties
The Platform Party

INVOCATION
Stephen W. Rankin
Chaplain and Minister to the University

NATIONAL ANTHEM
John Stafford Smith and Francis Scott Key
Imperial Brass
Daniel Bouchard, Dallas Caulkins, Cecily Gordon, Eve Hehn and Nathan Myers, vocals

REMARKS
Ramon V. Trespalacios
Student Body President, Class of 2014

SPECIAL RECOGNITIONS
Baccalaureate Speaker
50th Reunion Class
Faculty and Emeriti Faculty
Board of Trustees
Retiring Faculty**
Richard V. Helgason, retiring as Professor Emeritus of Engineering Management, Information and Systems
Joseph W. McKnight, retiring as Professor Emeritus of Law
William Pulte, retiring as Professor Emeritus of Teaching and Learning
Simon Sargon, retiring as Professor Emeritus of Composition

*The groups making up today's procession will be introduced by John Gibson, senior writer and producer in SMU Public Affairs. The audience remains seated during the processional.

**Full citations for all retiring faculty can be found at smu.edu/commencement.

PRESIDENT’S STATEMENT
R. Gerald Turner
President of the University

INTRODUCTION OF THE SPEAKER
President Turner

COMMENCEMENT ADDRESS
Mike Rawlings
Mayor of Dallas, Texas

CONFERRING OF HONORARY DEGREES
Doctor of Humane Letters: Richard P. Heitzenrater
Presented by Ted A. Campbell, Associate Professor of Church History
Doctor of Laws: Joseph W. McKnight
Presented by William J. Bridge, Associate Professor of Law
Doctor of Humane Letters: Isabel Wilkerson
Presented by Angela Ards, Assistant Professor of English

SPECIAL MUSIC
“SMU Forever”
Jimmy Dunne
Imperial Brass
Keelin Granahan, Evan Henke, Rebecca Roose and Alex Vollmer, vocals

CONFERRING OF DEGREES IN COURSE
Refrain from applause until all candidates have been presented.

Candidates for Doctoral Degrees
Hooded by William M. Tsutsui, Dean of Dedman College of Humanities and Sciences
Marc P. Christensen, Dean of Lyle School of Engineering
David J. Chard, Dean of Annette Caldwell Simmons School of Education and Human Development

Candidates for Professional Degrees
Presented by William B. Lawrence, Dean of Perkins School of Theology
Julie P. Forrester, Dean ad interim of Dedman School of Law

Candidates for Master’s Degrees
Presented by William M. Tsutsui, Dean of Dedman College of Humanities and Sciences
José Antonio Bowen, Dean of Meadows School of the Arts
Albert W. Niemi, Jr., Dean of Cox School of Business
Marc P. Christensen, Dean of Lyle School of Engineering
David J. Chard, Dean of Annette Caldwell Simmons School of Education and Human Development
Gary K. Brubaker, Director of The Guildhall at SMU
CANDIDATES FOR BACCALAUREATE DEGREES
Presented by William M. Tsutsui, Dean of Dedman College of Humanities and Sciences
José Antonio Bowen, Dean of Meadows School of the Arts
Albert W. Niemi, Jr., Dean of Cox School of Business
Marc P. Christensen, Dean of Lyle School of Engineering
David J. Chard, Dean of Annette Caldwell Simmons School of Education and Human Development

THE PLATFORM PARTY
Angela Ards, Assistant Professor of English
Thomas E. Barry, Vice President for Executive Affairs
Michael M. Boone ’63, ’67, Chair-elect of the SMU Board of Trustees
José Antonio Bowen, Dean of Meadows School of the Arts
William J. Bridge, Associate Professor of Law
Bradley W. Brookshire ’76, Member of the SMU Board of Trustees
Gary K. Brubaker, Director of The Guildhall at SMU
Richie L. Butler ’93, Member of the SMU Board of Trustees
Ted A. Campbell, Associate Professor of Church History
David J. Chard, Dean of Annette Caldwell Simmons School of Education and Human Development
Brad E. Cheves, Vice President for Development and External Affairs
Marc P. Christensen, Dean of Lyle School of Engineering
Michael A. Condon, University Treasurer
Jeanne Tower Cox ’78, Member of the SMU Board of Trustees
Katherine Raymond Crow ’94, Member of the SMU Board of Trustees
Julie P. Forrester, Dean ad interim of Dedman School of Law
John A. Hall, University Registrar and Executive Director of Enrollment Services
Frederick B. Hegi, Jr. ’66, Member of the SMU Board of Trustees
Richard P. Heitzenrater, Honorary Degree Recipient
Richard V. Helgason, Professor Emeritus of Engineering Management, Information and Systems
Ray L. Hunt ’65, Member of the SMU Board of Trustees
William B. Lawrence, Dean of Perkins School of Theology
Paul W. Ludden, Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs
Bobby B. Lyle ’67, Member of the SMU Board of Trustees
Gillian M. McCombs, Dean and Director of Central University Libraries
Joseph W. McKnight, Honorary Degree Recipient
Scott J. McLean ’78, Member of the SMU Board of Trustees
Leslie Long Melson ’77, Chair of the SMU Alumni Board
Buddy Miller ’64, Co-chair of the 50th Reunion
David B. Miller ’72, ’73, Member of the SMU Board of Trustees
Albert W. Niemi, Jr., Dean of Cox School of Business
Caren H. Prothro, Chair of the SMU Board of Trustees
William Pulte, Professor Emeritus of Teaching and Learning
James E. Quick, Associate Vice President for Research and Dean of Graduate Studies
Stephen W. Rankin, Chaplain and Minister to the University
Mike Rawlings, Mayor of Dallas, Texas and Commencement Speaker
Christine Regis, Vice President for Business and Finance
Darrah Rippy, President of the SMU Staff Association
Santanu Roy, President of the Faculty Senate
Simon Sargon, Professor Emeritus of Composition
Ramon V. Trespalacios ’14, Student Body President
William M. Tsutsui, Dean of Dedman College of Humanities and Sciences
Thomas W. Tunks, Platform Marshal and Professor of Music
R. Gerald Turner, President of the University
George Utkov ’14, Student Trustee of the University
Joanne Vogel, Associate Vice President of Student Affairs and Dean of Student Life
Paul Ward, Vice President for Legal Affairs and Government Relations, General Counsel and Secretary
Richard Ware ’68, Member of the SMU Board of Trustees
Lori S. White, Vice President for Student Affairs
Isabel Wilkerson, Honorary Degree Recipient

THE FAREWELL
Caren H. Prothro
Chair of the SMU Board of Trustees

BENEDICTION
William B. Lawrence
Dean of Perkins School of Theology

ALMA MATER
“Varsity”
Imperial Brass

RECESSIONAL*
Imperial Brass

*The audience remains seated during the recessional.
Richard V. Helgason
Richard V. Helgason, Associate Professor in the Lyle School of Engineering, earned a B.S. at Iowa State University, M.S. at the University of Wisconsin, M.S. in engineering design and economic evaluation at the University of Colorado and M.S. and Ph.D. degrees in operations research at SMU. After short careers as a professional cartographer, geophysical scientist and scientific programmer, Helgason joined the SMU business school faculty in 1979 and moved to the engineering school in 1980. He served on the Faculty Senate and the All-University Finance Committee and was interim chair of the Computer Science and Engineering Department from 1998-2000. His major research focus was on operations research, networks, mathematical optimization and economic analysis. He published one book and two book chapters with the late SMU University Distinguished Professor Jeffery Kennington. Helgason also has published 27 peer-reviewed articles and directed eight Ph.D. students. He retires as Professor Emeritus of Engineering Management, Information and Systems.

Joseph W. McKnight
Joseph McKnight is the Larry and Jane Harlan Senior Research Fellow and Professor of Law. Please refer to the citation in the program for his honorary degree of Doctor of Laws. He retires as Professor Emeritus of Law.

William Pulte
William Pulte, Associate Professor of Teaching and Learning in the Annette Caldwell Simmons School of Education and Human Development, earned B.A. and M.A. degrees in Spanish at North Texas State University and a Ph.D. in linguistics from the University of Texas at Austin. He was staff linguist and project director for the Cherokee Bilingual Education Program in Oklahoma before joining the SMU Anthropology Department in 1973. Pulte served for more than 25 years as director of SMU’s Bilingual Education Programs, including master’s degree, teacher certification and teacher-training programs funded by the U.S. Department of Education. He also directed school district and university programs in bilingual education funded by Title VII and Title III federal grants. He was a long time member of the Guild of Marshals, which officiates at SMU ceremonies. Pulte has done extensive research and writing on the Cherokee language, including continued work on Cherokee Natives, a major publication in Native American linguistics. He retires as Professor Emeritus of Teaching and Learning.

Lawrence S. Ruben
Lawrence S. Ruben, Professor of Biological Sciences in Dedman College, joined the SMU faculty in 1986. He received an A.B. in zoology at the University of California, Berkeley, and earned a Ph.D. in cell biology at the University of Minnesota. He engaged in postdoctoral study at Yale University, where he began work on the causative agent of African sleeping sickness, Trypanosoma brucei. His research focused on the investigation of fundamental biochemical and physiological processes of trypanosomes, in order to develop therapeutic agents against them. Throughout Ruben’s career, his research was funded by the National Institutes of Health and other agencies. Ruben served as department chair for six years and was best known by students for his classes in cell biology. In recognition of his service and teaching, he was named an Altshuler Distinguished Teaching Professor and received the “M” Award, SMU’s most prestigious honor, and the United Methodist Church Scholar/Teacher of the Year Award. Ruben retires as Professor Emeritus of Biological Sciences.

Simon Sargon
Simon Sargon, Professor of Composition in Meadows School of the Arts, has a distinguished reputation as a composer, pianist and educator. He holds a B.A. from Brandeis University and a master’s degree in composition from the Juilliard School. He taught at the Juilliard School and Sarah Lawrence College and, before arriving in Dallas in 1973, served for three years as chair of the Voice and Opera Department at the Rubin Academy of Music in Jerusalem. As director of music at Temple Emanu-El in Dallas, he created a program of Jewish music that received national acclaim. A prominent voice for music in the community, he presented opera previews for the Dallas Opera and served on the Board of Directors of the Dallas Symphony. In 1983 Sargon joined the music faculty of Meadows School of the Arts as director of the Opera Theatre. With SMU colleagues, he made recordings and concertized extensively. He received the Meadows Foundation Distinguished Teaching Professor Award in 2009. Sargon retires as Professor Emeritus of Composition.

Richard P. Heitzenrater, Doctor of Humane Letters
Richard P. Heitzenrater is recognized as the world’s leading authority on John Wesley and early Methodism. He earned A.B., B.D. and Ph.D. degrees from Duke University. Heitzenrater joined the faculty of SMU’s Perkins School of Theology in 1977, serving as the Albert C. Outler Professor of Wesley Studies and director of the Center for Methodist Studies. In 1993 he returned to Duke University Divinity School, where he was the William Kellon Quick Professor of Church History and Wesley Studies until his retirement in 2010. He is best known for breaking the secret code of Wesley’s personal diaries and making their contents available to the world. Heitzenrater has published 16 books, including Wesley and the People Called Methodists, the definitive text on the founder of the Methodist movement, which has been translated into seven languages. He is general editor of the Bicentennial Edition of The Works of John Wesley. He has co-chaired the Wesley Studies Group of the Oxford Institute of Methodist Theological Studies. For his achievements in scholarly research on the founder of the Methodist Church and his service to SMU, Southern Methodist University is honored to confer upon Richard P. Heitzenrater the degree of Doctor of Humane Letters, honoris causa.

Joseph W. McKnight, Doctor of Laws
Joseph W. McKnight has made historic contributions to scholarship in legal history and to law reform in Texas. After graduating from the University of Texas, he was awarded a Rhodes Scholarship and earned three degrees from Oxford University, followed by a Master of Laws at Columbia University. He retires this year from the law faculty of SMU, where he has served for six decades. In 1991 he became the Larry and Jane Harlan Senior Research Fellow and Professor of Law in SMU’s Dedman School of Law. He has been a visiting professor at five other law schools, including the University of Edinburgh and the London School of Economics. He directed the Texas Family Code project, which achieved reform in that vital area of law. He was principal drafter of the Texas Matrimonial Property Act, recognizing property rights of married women, and a major drafter of other important Texas statutes. McKnight has published six books and established an invaluable collection of rare legal books at SMU. A leader in historical preservation efforts, he has worked diligently to preserve significant sites throughout Texas. For his dedicated service to SMU, his distinguished scholarship and his leadership in the legal community, Southern Methodist University is honored to confer upon Joseph W. McKnight the degree of Doctor of Laws, honoris causa.

CONFERRING OF HONORARY DEGREES

Richard P. Heitzenrater, Doctor of Humane Letters
Richard P. Heitzenrater is recognized as the world’s leading authority on John Wesley and early Methodism. He earned A.B., B.D. and Ph.D. degrees from Duke University. Heitzenrater joined the faculty of SMU’s Perkins School of Theology in 1977, serving as the Albert C. Outler Professor of Wesley Studies and director of the Center for Methodist Studies. In 1993 he returned to Duke University Divinity School, where he was the William Kellon Quick Professor of Church History and Wesley Studies until his retirement in 2010. He is best known for breaking the secret code of Wesley’s personal diaries and making their contents available to the world. Heitzenrater has published 16 books, including Wesley and the People Called Methodists, the definitive text on the founder of the Methodist movement, which has been translated into seven languages. He is general editor of the Bicentennial Edition of The Works of John Wesley. He has co-chaired the Wesley Studies Group of the Oxford Institute of Methodist Theological Studies. For his achievements in scholarly research on the founder of the Methodist Church and his service to SMU, Southern Methodist University is honored to confer upon Richard P. Heitzenrater the degree of Doctor of Humane Letters, honoris causa.

Joseph W. McKnight, Doctor of Laws
Joseph W. McKnight has made historic contributions to scholarship in legal history and to law reform in Texas. After graduating from the University of Texas, he was awarded a Rhodes Scholarship and earned three degrees from Oxford University, followed by a Master of Laws at Columbia University. He retires this year from the law faculty of SMU, where he has served for six decades. In 1991 he became the Larry and Jane Harlan Senior Research Fellow and Professor of Law in SMU’s Dedman School of Law. He has been a visiting professor at five other law schools, including the University of Edinburgh and the London School of Economics. He directed the Texas Family Code project, which achieved reform in that vital area of law. He was principal drafter of the Texas Matrimonial Property Act, recognizing property rights of married women, and a major drafter of other important Texas statutes. McKnight has published six books and established an invaluable collection of rare legal books at SMU. A leader in historical preservation efforts, he has worked diligently to preserve significant sites throughout Texas. For his dedicated service to SMU, his distinguished scholarship and his leadership in the legal community, Southern Methodist University is honored to confer upon Joseph W. McKnight the degree of Doctor of Laws, honoris causa.
Isabel Wilkerson, Doctor of Humane Letters

Isabel Wilkerson is the first African-American woman to win a Pulitzer Prize in journalism and the first African-American, male or female, to win the Pulitzer for individual reporting. She received the 1994 Pulitzer Prize for Feature Writing while serving as Chicago bureau chief of The New York Times. During her career at The New York Times, she developed a distinctive style of reporting that combined journalism, ethnography and literary mastery. Her other honors include the George Polk Award and the John Simon Guggenheim Fellowship. A graduate of Howard University, Wilkerson has lectured at the Nieman Foundation of Harvard University and has served as Ferris Professor of Journalism at Princeton University, Cox Professor of Journalism at Emory University and Director of Narrative Nonfiction at Boston University. In 2010 she received the National Book Critics Circle Award for The Warmth of Other Suns, a definitive history of the Great Migration of African-Americans from the rural South to urban centers in the North and West, beginning in the early 20th century. For her achievements as a journalist and contributions to understanding of the African-American experience through her writing, Southern Methodist University is honored to confer upon Isabel Wilkerson the degree of Doctor of Humane Letters, honoris causa.

COMMENCEMENT SPEAKER

Mike Rawlings, Mayor of Dallas, Texas

Mike Rawlings was elected mayor of Dallas in June 2011 and immediately undertook a broad agenda of citywide improvements. He created the Mayor’s Business Arts Initiative for arts development and organized a campaign against domestic violence. He took a leading role with the U.S. Conference of Mayors, which will meet in Dallas in June. Rawlings outlined a comprehensive strategy to boost the economic impact of southern Dallas through new economic investment, job creation and public-private partnerships. He has adopted four DISD schools in southern Dallas in areas primed for growth and is working closely with Commit!, an education collaborative for Dallas-area schools. SMU partners with Rawlings on the Mayor’s Summer Reading Club, which provides summer reading incentives for children, and the Mayor’s Intern Fellows Program for students from public and charter high schools. After graduating from Boston College, where he lettered in football, Rawlings came to Dallas in 1976 and worked his way from an entry-level position to CEO of TracyLocke, then the South’s largest advertising agency. He later headed Pizza Hut, the world’s largest pizza company. He currently serves as vice chair of CIC Partners, which provides business counsel and capital to small and mid-sized businesses. Before being elected mayor, Rawlings was the city’s homeless czar for five years, raising more than $12 million for The Bridge, which serves the city’s homeless. He received the Innovation Award from the United States Interagency Council on Homelessness, the Dallas Historical Society’s Award for Excellence in Humanities and the Anti-Defamation League’s Humanitarian of the Year Award.

2013–2014 BOARD OF TRUSTEES

Caren H. Prothro, Chair
Robert H. Dedman, Jr. ’80, ’84, Vice Chair
David B. Miller ’72, ’73, Secretary
Michael M. Boone ’63, ’67, Chair-elect
Ruth Collins Sharp Altshuler ’48
William D. Armstrong ’82
Bradley W. Brookshire ’76
Laura Welch Bush ’68
Pastor Richlie U. Butler ’93
Kelly Hoglund Compton ’79
Jeanne Tower Cox ’78
Rev. W. Mark Craig
Katherine Raymond Crow ’94
Gary T. Crum ’69
Antoine L.V. Dijkstra
Bishop James E. Dorff ’72
Larry R. Faulkner ’66
Gerald J. Ford ’66, ’69
Antonio O. Garza, Jr. ’83

Ex Officio
R. Gerald Turner, President, SMU
Santanu Roy, President, SMU Faculty Senate
Leslie Long Melson ’77, Chair, SMU Alumni Board
George Utkov ’14, Student Representative

Trustees Emeriti
Edwin L. Cox ’42
Milledge A. Hart, III
William L. Hutchison ’54
Cary M. Maguire

May Commencement Vocalists

Daniel Bouchard, Candidate for degree of Bachelor of Music in Music Education and Voice Performance
Dallas Caulkins, Candidate for degree of Bachelor of Music in Voice Performance
Cecily Gordon, Candidate for degree of Bachelor of Music in Voice Performance
Keelin Granahan, Candidate for degree of Bachelor of Music in Voice Performance
Eve Hehn, Candidate for degree of Master of Music in Voice Performance
Evan Henke, Candidate for degree of Bachelor of Music in Voice Performance
Nathan Myers, Candidate for degree of Master of Music in Voice Performance
Rebecca Roose, Candidate for degree of Bachelor of Music in Music Education and Voice Performance
Alex Vollmer, Candidate for degree of Bachelor of Music in Voice Performance
GUILD OF MARSHALS

Thomas B. Fomby, Chief Marshal
Bradley Kent Carter, Chief Marshal Emeritus
Wayne A. Woodward, Procession Marshal
Ben Voth, Assisting Procession Marshal
Joseph F. Kobylka, Marshal Lector
Thomas W. Tunks, Platform Marshal
Nathan Balke, Faculty Marshal

Pamela Patton, Faculty Marshal
David Rosenfield, Faculty Marshal
Richard Jones, Retiring Faculty Marshal
Dennis M. Simon, 50th Class Reunion Marshal
Barbara W. Kincaid, 50th Class Reunion Marshal
Alexis M. McCrossen, Doctoral Marshal

SCHOOL MARSHALS

Charles Besio
Lackland H. Bloom, Jr.
Indraned Chakraborty
Olga Lopez-Valero Colbert
Raj Deb
Darryl Dickson-Carr
Michael Haltsler
Roy L. Heller
George W. Holden

Lynn Romejko Jacobs
Elie V. Olinick
Tony Pederson
Ravindra Sastry
David Sedman
Greg Sommers
Elizabeth Stringer
Paul Yovanoff

IN MEMORIAM

ROBERT VAN KEMPER

Robert Van Kemper, Professor of Anthropology in Dedman College, died on November 8, 2013. He was a member of SMU’s Guild of Marshals. After earning his Ph.D. from the University of California, Berkeley, in 1972 Kemper joined the faculty of SMU, where he spent his entire teaching career. He twice served as chair of the Anthropology Department and was president of SMU’s Faculty Senate. His research focused on Mexico and Mexican-Americans in the Dallas-Fort Worth area. After earning the Master of Divinity degree from Perkins School of Theology in 1999, Kemper led a concurrent career as an ordained minister in the Presbyterian Church (USA).

JEFFREY KENNINGTON

Jeffrey Kennington, University Distinguished Professor of Engineering Management, Information and Systems in the Lyle School of Engineering, died on November 26, 2013. He was a member of SMU’s Guild of Marshals. Kennington joined the SMU faculty in 1973 after earning his Ph.D. from Georgia Institute of Technology. He served as department chair for 17 years and co-authored a book with his SMU colleague Richard Helgason. Kennington was honored as United Methodist Church Scholar/Teacher of the Year, Altshuler Distinguished Teaching Professor, University Distinguished Professor and SMU Distinguished University Citizen. He received SMU’s prestigious “M” Award and the Faculty Club’s Supereminence Award.

MAY 2014

CANDIDATES FOR GRADUATE AND PROFESSIONAL DEGREES WITH HONORS

The students listed below have anticipated Latin honors based upon estimated academic information. A souvenir version of the confirmed honors will be posted online at smu.edu/registrar in June.

Agnes Oluwatomi Adeyemi
Frances Mary Allington
Michael Richard Andrews
Laura Leigh Arbeiter
Jennifer Arnel
James Howard Arnott
Bryan Christopher Assink
Charles Oliver Barker
 Ashton Brianne Barrineau
Joshua Henry Bauer
Stephen Birk Baumgartner
James Andrew Bedotto
Charles Arthur Bennett
Megan L. Billings
Jaclynn Nicolle Bogucki
Geren Rodgers Brown
Jake Karl Brown
Michael Nelson Bryant
Christopher Palmer Cagle
Brooks Louis Caston
Moira Joan Chapman
Lauren Bourke Chase
Heather Shea Coghlan
Jeffrey Allen Connor
Katie Cecilia Cristina
Julie R. Crouch
Phillip Thomas Dieke
Miranda Leigh Dinges
Matthew William Djura
Fidaa Hussein Elaydi
Cara Louise Ellis
Courtney Lynn Eudy
Lori Ann Evans
Kimberly Alexis Falgout
James Evan Farrior
Misty Ann Farris
Blake Garrett Feikema
Ryan Frye
Christina Gigliotti
Jason N. Glennon
Brielle Eden Goldberg
Ryan Patrick Grane

Jessica Williams Greenwald
Elizabeth Fitzgerald Griffin
Keith Daniel Harden
Tammy K. Heinrich
Patrick M. Hoffman
Ashley Tyler Hokanson
Sarah A. Honeycutt
Lindsey Nicole Hovland
David C. Huang
Edwin Andrew Huffman
Vanessa Lee Humm
Rebecca Marie Hunter
Tracy Lynn Huselton
Helen Mariel Hutton
Kirsten Aneilis Jensen
Zein Jivani
Kathleen Ann Johnson
Marilyn Lavone Jones
Russell Karl Jones
Allison Jean Jordan
John Joseph Kappel
Kaitlin Melissa Kaufmann
Patrick Bryce Kennedy
Kason Richey Kimberley
Allison Marie Knight
Brandon Craig Lazarus
Carrie Lynne Leader
Nathaniel Ryan Lee
Emily Kleine Lehmberg
Jordan Montgomery Lewis
Laura Lee Canada Lewis
Jun Li
Seth Ryan Lightfoot
Lithaw Lim
Neal Lobor
Benjamin William Lohmer
Nicholas Keith Low
Kenneth A. Lundberg
Rebecca L. Lundberg
Sean Michael McBeath
Miles Richard McDougal
CANDIDATES FOR BACCALAUREATE DEGREES WITH HONORS

The students listed below have anticipated honors based upon estimated academic information. These honors include Honors in Business, Honors in Liberal Arts, Departmental Distinction and Latin honors. A souvenir version of the confirmed honors will be posted online at smu.edu/registrar in June.

Joshua Kendall Dubel Abramovitch
Sania Fatima Ahmad
Eric Allen Alt
Ashley Kay Anderson
Cody James Anderson
Tyler Douglas Anderson
Katherine E. Andriot
Diana Antohe
Natali Ann Arencibia
Jose Nicolas Arguello
Caroline Worsham Aston
William Kelsey Baker
Caroline Elise Baliker
Jordan Elissa Barnett
Mallory Paige Baum
Mai Ahmad Bedair
Asad Akber Berani
Bre’Ann Marie Berani
Joshua Tyler Shelton
Nicholas James Shemik
Stephanie McFall Snyder
Amy Diane Spaur
Ross Staine
Clarke Welch Stavinoha
Leslie Ann Stewart
Chad Eugene Stoker
Ryan Christopher Storey
Emily Beth Stutts
Austin Chun Teng
Rachel Marie Thebeau
Jerry Duane Tice II
Samuel Adam Trakhtenbrot
Phong T. Tran
William Tran
Heather R. Venrick
Stephanie Vitiello
Barbara Lord Watkins
Kirk Warren Watson
Cynthia Marie Weber
Lane M. Webster
Pamela Elaine White
Bradley Ryan Williams
Michelle Schneider Williams
Steven Tucker Winsele
Scott Windom
Joan May Wu
Lance Eric Wyatt, Jr.
Brett M. Zibilich

* Degree awarded posthumously
Joseph Brice Griggs
Megan Lynn Grosse
Ashley Lauren Gurley
Allison Leigh Hackett
Zain Hussein Haidar
Mari Hailu
Kaitlyn Leigh Hall
Alyssa Nichole Hamed
Sarah Lacy Hamilton
Brandon Shane Hand
Derek William Hawkes
Allison Jane Hawks
Hayley Christine Heatley
Caitlin Marie Hefflin
Monica Nicole Hernandez
Kian Lynette Hervey
Kathryn Jordan Hobbs
Eileen Nancy Hoedebeck
Mallorie Alexandra Holguin
Derrick Arnold Horne
Chelsea Dee Howlett
Leslie Anne Hurley
Hiba Maha Ibad
Tayyaba Noor Imran
Sarah Fatima Jaffar
Kirsten Aileen Johansson
Amelia Grace Johns
Meredith Lynne Jones
Mackenzie Jo Keck
Mary Katharine Kenney
Farah Mahmood Khan
Zahra Khan
Ruby Kim
Chelsea Elizabeth King
Jennifer M. King
Tyler Christopher Kleinert
Wade Matthew Knight
Evan Jeremy Kohn
Helen Trimbile Kohnke
Joshua Paul Kumler
Nicholas Avery Laham
Shelby Rose Langford
Kyle Dudley Lemons
Glenn Hale Lowe
Rachel Ann Luna
Nancy Gathoni Lundie
Lauren Anne Lyngstad
Kathrina Paddayuman Macalanda
Hilary Claire Machado
Jaywin Singh Malhi
Emily Eileen Mankowski
Sara Virginia Martin
Patrick Thompson Massey
Kelly Gill Mathison
Mark Anthony McAllister
Anthony Michael McAluliffe
Jeffrey Richard McBride
Carson Elizabeth McCain
Kaia Adriana McCarty
Kaia Leigh McCarty
Hannah Margaret McGary
Rhema Michajah Mc Gee
Jen McGuire III
Sydney Elyse Merriman
Jeffrey Thomas Merritt
Martin Millan, Jr.
Magdalene Ann Miller
Travis Gregory Miller
Lauren Christine Mishoe
Moriah Mae Momsen
Sarah Elizabeth Montonchaikul
Austin Holland Moorman
Caroline Ferris Morehead
Ricky Lee Mouser III
Grace Beatrice Mueller
Vivian Vanessa Murcia
Michelle Elizabeth Navarre
Aubry Lynn Neal
Brooke Ashton Neal
Elizabeth Erin Nel
Jordan Lee Newman
Bach Xuan Nguyen
Sylvianne Tho Nguyen
Elizabeth Kobe Norris
Mary Elizabeth O’Donnell
Deborah U. Ogali
Julia Marie Olson
Mary Danielle Olson
Tracy Alice Olson
Louis Bingham Ott
Sarah Ashlee Padilla
Satchel Hiris Park
Sheetal Sandep Patel
Russell Trenton Patterson II
Andrew Jacob Pinkowitz
Caitlin Marie Pisciotta
Kira Plastinina
Martha Ann Pool
Michael Alexander Pratt
Amanda Christine Presmyk
Alice Ansley Pridgen
Courtney Eileen Quinn
Morgan Patricia Raleigh
Basma Raza
Brooke Hayley Reagan
Xinqi Ren
Matthew Tucker Reyes
Valerie Elizabeth Rhomberg
Alexis Nicole Ricci
Sarah Elizabeth Rice
Cole Alan Riddell
Kathryn Frances Roden
Rebecca Ellen Roose
Isolina Ruth Rossi
Jilian Backer Rossov
Adam Lynn Royal
Katie Jean Russell
Vinson Goddard Rutledge
Ali Sadri
Damilola Caroline Salako
Nayra Alejandra Salamanca
Nicholas Joseph Saliba
Caitlin Elizabeth Samples
Luke Spencer Sanchez
Shelby Elizabeth Sanderford
Sumair Singh Sangha
Kelli Suzanne Sargent
Morgan Kristine Saxer
Courtney Mae Schellin
August Allan Scherer
Steven Eugene Schiele
Kate Elizabeth Schoen
Kaleigh Elizabeth Schropp
Jacqueline Paige Scioi
Amanda Taylor Scott
Christopher Gordon Scott
Tyler Lawrence Scott
Mary-Ashley Seabrook
Lindsay Elizabeth Seidel
Rachel M. Sharp
Caitlin Maureen Shaughnessy
Anne-Sophie Simard
Nicole Justine Sliwa
Huston Barret Smith
Kelsey Marie Smith
Mallorie Christine Smith
Steven August Smith
Taylor Adele Smith
Libbie Claire Spielmann
Avery Marie Stefan
Allison Leigh Stephens
Savannah Lee Stephens
Alexandria Renee Stinger
Roman Mark Stolyarov
Brittani Stori Strickland
Rebecca Parker Swarm
Sabeen Sidra Syed
Meredith Sohaila Tavallae
Jaison Thomas
Valerie Elise Thompson
Merida Loree Thurmon
Tran Huuyen Ton
Cynthia Maria Torres
Thang Cao Tran
Rammon Vicente Trespacios Fernandez
Katherine Curry Trimmer
Daniel Leonard Trombley
Mackenzie Katherine Turner
Michael Alexander Ussery
Celestia Valdez
Patricia Janelle Cuñada Villacin
Alexander Steven Vollmer
Hayley Maghan Wagner
Ryan W. Walker
Thomas Mason Watson
William C. Watts
Mary Martha Webber
Dustin Kaufman Weil
Jordan Alan White
Caroline Grace Willet
Alissa Jolie Williams
Hillary Anne Williams
Paige Lauren Witthar
Kelsey Nicole Wolfe
Trevor A. Youngblood
Arnaud Hubert Zimmerm
MAY 2014

CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES

IN DEDMAN COLLEGE OF HUMANITIES AND SCIENCES

DEGREE OF DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY

Sarah J. Bloesch Religious Studies
BS University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign
MDiv Eden Theological Seminary
Dissertation: “Christ, Church, and the Salvation of Desire: Establishing and Queering Contemporary
Deification”
Adviser: Charles M. Wood

Kristina Riggs Booker English
BA Oklahoma Christian University
MA University of Oklahoma, Norman
Dissertation: “Menial Screens: the Political Economy of Domestic Service in Eighteenth- and
Nineteenth-Century British Literature”
Adviser: Rajani Sudan

Michael Richard Fulmer Economics
BBA, MS Baylor University
Dissertation: “A Text Analytics Analyses of the Federal Reserve Beige Book Corpus”
Adviser: Thomas B. Fomby

David James Gardner Computational and Applied Mathematics
Dissertation: “Filters for the Improvement of Multiscale Data from Atomistic Simulations”
Adviser: Daniel R. Reynolds

Lisa Dechert Haayen Anthropology
BA Southern Methodist University
Among Second-Generation Mexican Youth in a Diverse Dallas Neighborhood”
Adviser: Caroline B. Brettell

Robert John Brown Kalescky Chemistry
BS Texas Tech University
MS University of Texas, Dallas
Dissertation: “Description Of The Strength Of Chemical Bonds Utilizing Local Vibrational Modes”
Adviser: Elfriede M. Cremer

Christiaan Frederik Johannes Ketelaar Barrios Computational and Applied Mathematics
BS Universidad del Valle de Guatemala
MS Universidad Galileo
MS Southern Methodist University
Dissertation: “Stability of Electrolyte Films on Flat and Structured Substrates”
Adviser: Vladimir Ajacv

Ying Lou Statistical Science
BA MA Zhejiang University
MS Southern Methodist University
Adviser: Jing Cao

Joshua Todd Mauldin Religious Studies
BA Texas A&M University
Dissertation: “Karl Barth and Dietrich Bonhoeffer on the Problem of Ethics in Modernity”
Adviser: Robin W. Lovin

Ian Kyle McDonough Economics
BS, MS Utah State University
Dissertation: “Essays on Early Childhood and Post-Secondary Education”
Adviser: Daniel Millimet

Michelle Janean Morris Religious Studies
BA, MA University Of Arkansas Fayetteville
MDiv Southern Methodist University
Adviser: Jaime Clark-Soles

Seong J. Park Religious Studies
BTh Methodist Theological Seminary
MDiv Emory University
Alliance with Minjung and Liberation Theology”
Adviser: Joerg Rieger

Glen Dale Pearson, Jr. Computational and Applied Mathematics
BA, MS Texas Tech University
Dissertation: “The Parallel Immersed Interface Method with a Triangular Mesh Representation of an
Interface”
Adviser: Sheng Xu

Bivin Philip Sadler Statistical Science
BS Texas Tech University
MS San Diego State University
Dissertation: “New Methods in Item Response Theory: Information, Bias and Mean Square Error”
Adviser: Lynne Stokes

Christopher Bryan Strgannac Geology
BS University of Texas at Austin
MS Southern Methodist University
Dissertation: “Chronostratigraphy, Paleotemperature Change, and Mosasaur Paleoecology
at the Late Cretaceous South Atlantic Margin, Bentiaba, Angola”
Adviser: Louis L. Jacobs
IN BOBBY B. LYLE SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING

DEGREE OF DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY

Mehdi Agharifar Mechanical Engineering
BSME Tabriz University
MSME University of Maryland
Adviser: Radovan Kovacevic

Yongjiu Du Electrical Engineering
BS, MS Beihang University
Dissertation: “Exploiting Dynamic Channel Information for FPGA-Based Emulation and Adaptation”
Adviser: Joseph D. Camp

Masoud Harooni Mechanical Engineering
BSME Islamic Azad University, Iran
MSME Isfahan University of Technology
Adviser: Radovan Kovacevic

Jialin He Electrical Engineering
BSEE, MSEE Tianjin University, China
Adviser: Dinesh Rajan

Yingsi Liang Electrical Engineering
BS South China University of Technology
MSEE Southern Methodist University
Adviser: Dinesh Rajan

Shuang Liu Mechanical Engineering
BSME, MSME Soochow University, Taiwan
Adviser: Radovan Kovacevic

Prasanna V. Rangarajan Electrical Engineering
B.Engr. Bangalore University, India
MSEE Columbia University
Dissertation: “Pushing the Limits of Imaging Using Patterned Illumination”
Adviser: Panagiotis E. Papamichalis

Derreck Mark Holian Engineering Management
BS, MS Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University
Dissertation: “Optimization Models for Flight Test Scheduling”
Adviser: Eli V. Olinick

IN ANNETTE CALDWELL SIMMONS SCHOOL OF EDUCATION AND HUMAN DEVELOPMENT

DEGREE OF DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY

Kenneth Palmer Clark Education
BA Swarthmore College
MS West Chester University of Pennsylvania
Dissertation: “Force, Motion, and Speed: The Mechanical Basis of Sprint Running Performance”
Adviser: Peter Weyand

Pooja Shivraj Education
BA Austin College
MEd Southern Methodist University
MS Baylor College Of Medicine
Dissertation: “Validating the Inferences Made From the 2012 Mathematics PISA”
Adviser: Leanne Ketterlin Geller

IN PERKINS SCHOOL OF THEOLOGY

DEGREE OF DOCTOR OF MINISTRY

Blake R. Bradford
Project: Passing the Mantle: Pastoral Formation in the New Residency Program of the Arkansas Conference of the United Methodist Church
Salathiea V. Bryant Honors
Project: Overcoming Traditionalism in Worship: Lifting Hands, Lifting Hearts, Lifting Minds
Joshua Michael Fitzpatrick
Project: From Mercy to Justice: Using Small Groups to Introduce Missional Living to an Established United Methodist Congregation
Michael Scott Hughes
Project: Creating Digital and Real Spaces for Faith Formation: Can Digital Technologies and Social Media Enhance Catechesis?
Hiow Nyit Long
Ella Mae McDonald
Project: Black, Female and a Preacher: Sermonic Strategies for Overcoming Resistance to Gaining a Hearing in Various Cultural Settings
Benjamin Charles Siburt
Project: Cultivating the Habits that Promote Oneness at the Glenwood Church of Christ
William Blake Spencer
Project: Recovering Ordinary and Personal Stories in the Body of Christ
Degree of Master of Divinity
Laura Green Alvarez
Kelly Christine Anderson
Benjamin Paul Bagley
Edgar Gerardo Bazán Garza
David B. Briggs
Larry Terrell Crudup
Miranda Leigh Dinges
Keela Alisha Edwards
Andress Boggs Eichstadt
Cara Louise Ellis
Misty Ann Farris
Kristine Ancell Garner
Tammy K. Heinrich
Philip Thomas Hodson
Patrick M. Hoffman
Tracy Lynn Huselton
Jimmie James Jackson
Kevin Michael Johnson
Clinton Daniel Jones
Marilyn Lavonne Jones
Evelyn Marie Kelly
Paul Jongmin Kim
Julie Kris Klossner
Alex F. Latu
Brandon Craig Lazarus

Benjamin William Lohmer
Chad Edward McSwain
Amy Wolford Moore
Jenna Nicole Morrison
Adam Gerald Muckleroy
Erin Gayle Lindsey Muckleroy
Ramsey Burke Patton
Deborah L. JoAnne Pounds
RaKeesha Renee Reeves-Pelt
Roxann Ripponmonti Schulte
Heather Ann Rodenborg
Kristiane Lynn Smith
Stephanie McFall Snyder
Amy Diane Spaur
Leslie Ann Stewart
Scott A. Stone
Matthew Stewart Thomasson
Chan H. Thui
Leo Marshall Tyler
Roger Townsend Ward
Kirk Warren Watson
Pamela Elaine White
Joan May Wu
Pam H. Zolczer

Degree of Doctor of the Science of Law
Ghafoon Salem Alyami

Degree of Master of Laws
Comparative & International Law
Osama Abdulmohsen Alabdulkareem
Fahad Abdullah F. Aldawish
Naif Mubarak Aldhabab
Awad Ghazi Alharbi
Turki Abdulkhareem Almatrudi
Reem Ali A. Almuhana
Ali Khaleed A. Almahdy
Adel Saud Alsaiyari
Abdullah Tulayhan Alshammari
Aied Mohammad A. Asiri
Changwon Bae
Leyli Baysahatova
Pajarree Cheochernngnarn
Tapanee Chumphonwong
Luisiana De La Garza Vela
Victor Ignacio De La Vega
Ahmed Hussain Fagehy
Oscar Garcia-Isita Munoz
Shishu Hao
Nithisaran Jullamon
T. Kröger
Youjinh Lee
Qian Li
Yishan Liu
Jia Lu
Xiaozhou Mu
Jong Chul Park
Thi Bich Lien Phuong
Hussein A. A. Sghayer
Jinshuang Song
Daniel Egan Tambe
Sorapon Witchurungsse
Chutimon Wittayakul
Jinlong Wu
Yuan Yuan
Yizhu Zhang
Wen Zhou

Degree of Master of Diacritical Studies
Frances Mary Allington
Charles Oliver Barker
Phillip Thomas Dicke
Lori Ann Evans
Nancy Allyne McLemore
Jason Fredrick Parsons

Eric J. Pugh
Jonathan Alan Reed
Matthew Rivera
Barbara Lord Watkins
Michelle Schneider Williams

Degree of Master of Sacred Music
Daniela Annemarie Mueller

Degree of Master of Theological Studies
Frances Mary Allington
Charles Oliver Barker
Phillip Thomas Dicke
Lori Ann Evans
Nancy Allyne McLemore
Jason Fredrick Parsons

Eric J. Pugh
Jonathan Alan Reed
Matthew Rivera
Barbara Lord Watkins
Michelle Schneider Williams

Degree of Master of Church Ministries
Carrie Lynne Leader

Carrie Lynne Leader

* Degree awarded posthumously

IN DEDMAN SCHOOL OF LAW

Degree of Master of Divinity
Laura Green Alvarez
Kelly Christine Anderson
Benjamin Paul Bagley
Edgar Gerardo Bazán Garza
David B. Briggs
Larry Terrell Crudup
Miranda Leigh Dinges
Keela Alisha Edwards
Andress Boggs Eichstadt
Cara Louise Ellis
Misty Ann Farris
Kristine Ancell Garner
Tammy K. Heinrich
Philip Thomas Hodson
Patrick M. Hoffman
Tracy Lynn Huselton
Jimmie James Jackson
Kevin Michael Johnson
Clinton Daniel Jones
Marilyn Lavonne Jones
Evelyn Marie Kelly
Paul Jongmin Kim
Julie Kris Klossner
Alex F. Latu
Brandon Craig Lazarus

Benjamin William Lohmer
Chad Edward McSwain
Amy Wolford Moore
Jenna Nicole Morrison
Adam Gerald Muckleroy
Erin Gayle Lindsey Muckleroy
Ramsey Burke Patton
Deborah L. JoAnne Pounds
RaKeesha Renee Reeves-Pelt
Roxann Ripponmonti Schulte
Heather Ann Rodenborg
Kristiane Lynn Smith
Stephanie McFall Snyder
Amy Diane Spaur
Leslie Ann Stewart
Scott A. Stone
Matthew Stewart Thomasson
Chan H. Thui
Leo Marshall Tyler
Roger Townsend Ward
Kirk Warren Watson
Pamela Elaine White
Joan May Wu
Pam H. Zolczer

IN DEDMAN SCHOOL OF LAW

Degree of Doctor of the Science of Law
Ghafoon Salem Alyami

Degree of Master of Laws
Comparative & International Law
Osama Abdulmohsen Alabdulkareem
Fahad Abdullah F. Aldawish
Naif Mubarak Aldhabab
Awad Ghazi Alharbi
Turki Abdulkhareem Almatrudi
Reem Ali A. Almuhana
Ali Khaleed A. Almahdy
Adel Saud Alsaiyari
Abdullah Tulayhan Alshammari
Aied Mohammad A. Asiri
Changwon Bae
Leyli Baysahatova
Pajarree Cheochernngnarn
Tapanee Chumphonwong
Luisiana De La Garza Vela
Victor Ignacio De La Vega
Ahmed Hussain Fagehy
Oscar Garcia-Isita Munoz
Shishu Hao
Nithisaran Jullamon
T. Kröger
Youjinh Lee
Qian Li
Yishan Liu
Jia Lu
Xiaozhou Mu
Jong Chul Park
Thi Bich Lien Phuong
Hussein A. A. Sghayer
Jinshuang Song
Daniel Egan Tambe
Sorapon Witchurungsse
Chutimon Wittayakul
Jinlong Wu
Yuan Yuan
Yizhu Zhang
Wen Zhou

Degree of Master of Diacritical Studies
Frances Mary Allington
Charles Oliver Barker
Phillip Thomas Dicke
Lori Ann Evans
Nancy Allyne McLemore
Jason Fredrick Parsons

Eric J. Pugh
Jonathan Alan Reed
Matthew Rivera
Barbara Lord Watkins
Michelle Schneider Williams

Degree of Master of Sacred Music
Daniela Annemarie Mueller

Degree of Master of Theological Studies
Frances Mary Allington
Charles Oliver Barker
Phillip Thomas Dicke
Lori Ann Evans
Nancy Allyne McLemore
Jason Fredrick Parsons

Eric J. Pugh
Jonathan Alan Reed
Matthew Rivera
Barbara Lord Watkins
Michelle Schneider Williams

Degree of Master of Church Ministries
Carrie Lynne Leader

Carrie Lynne Leader

* Degree awarded posthumously
Lauren Elizabeth Thedford
Ashley N. Thornton
Jerry Duane Tice II
Daniel William Torres
Derek Allen Torres
Samuel Adam Trakhtenbroit
Phong T. Tran
William Tran
Ryan Walston Trobee
Stephanie Vitiello
Adam Grant Walker
Chelsea Anne Walker
William Ralph Wiley Watson

Cynthia Marie Weber
Lane M. Webster
Jennifer Michele Wells
Jordan T. Whiddon
Blaise Samuel Wilcott
Bradley Ryan Williams
Sarah Elizabeth Wilson
Steven Tucker Wincele
Scott Windom
Lance Eric Wyatt Jr.
Kristen Ryann Zerega
Brett M. Zibilich

Sha He Applied Statistics and Data Analytics
Shuang He Applied Statistics and Data Analytics
Ramsey S. Kweik Geophysics
Lie Li Statistical Science
Bingchen Liu Statistical Science
Yang Liu Computational and Applied Mathematics
Wentao Lu Statistical Science
Guo Ma Applied Statistics and Data Analytics
Qida Ma Applied Statistics and Data Analytics
Clifford Wesley Mauroner Geophysics
Ying Meng Applied Statistics and Data Analytics
Yancheng Qian Applied Statistics and Data Analytics; Statistical Science
Xiangwen Shang Statistical Science
Thomas Young Sheffield Computational and Applied Mathematics
Charles Connor South Statistical Science
Jian Tu Applied Statistics and Data Analytics
Peter I. Vanek Computational and Applied Mathematics
Nicole Briana Wallace Applied Statistics and Data Analytics
Yue Niu Applied Statistics and Data Analytics
Yidan Xia Applied Statistics and Data Analytics
Yining Xu Statistical Science
Qi Zhou Applied Statistics and Data Analytics

Degree of Master of Arts
Sarah Hope Archer Anthropology
Braden Allmon Barnett Molecular and Cell Biology
Katherine Elizabeth Blankenau English
Geren Rodgers Brown Applied Economics
Kerri Brown Anthropology
Christine Elizabeth Carry History
Diego A. Casillas History
Brittany Shea Cornum Applied Economics
Abigail Eve Fisher Anthropology
Andres F. Giraldo Palomino Economics
Xiang Han Economics
Erik Darwin Hille Economics
Ian Allen Jorgeson Anthropology
Jin Luo Applied Economics
Andrew Douglas Montgomery Anthropology
Hannah Marie Moots Anthropology
Nokuthula Laramie Msubo Applied Economics
Manini Ojha Economics
William Gareth Rees History
Punarjit Roychowdhury Economics
Julianne Elaine Sandberg English
Nicole Le Vu Psychology
Juanzhu Wang Applied Economics
Delfin Andrew Weiis Anthropology
Yanbo Yang Economics; Applied Economics

Degree of Master of Science
Chelsea Denise McCarty Allen Statistical Science
Shiran Chen Applied Statistics and Data Analytics
Xusheng Chen Applied Statistics and Data Analytics
Mahesh Nilanka Fernando Statistical Science

Degree of Master of Arts
Allison Elizabeth McDonnold Arts Management
Meghann C. McLinden Arts Management
Jessica Lauren Miller Advertising
Lyndsay Eleanor Pleas Advertising
Joseph Radtke Arts Management
Jillian Lee Sanders Arts Management
Kristen Noel Schnaus Advertising
Sara Jane Seaton Advertising

IN DEDMAN COLLEGE OF HUMANITIES AND SCIENCES

IN MEADOWS SCHOOL OF THE ARTS

Degree of Master of Arts
Elizabeth Ann Bauman Arts Management
Matthew Meffert Becher Arts Management
Jonathan David Cronson Advertising
Chrystalla Kyriaki Georgiou Advertising
Yuzhou Huang Arts Management
Megan Ann Iliya Arts Management
Arturo Lee Advertising
Hanna Ingersoll Lewin Advertising
Rheagan Eric Martin Art History

Degree of Master of Science
Chelsea Denise McCarty Allen Statistical Science
Shiran Chen Applied Statistics and Data Analytics
Xusheng Chen Applied Statistics and Data Analytics
Mahesh Nilanka Fernando Statistical Science

Degree of Master of Arts
Allison Elizabeth McDonnold Arts Management
Meghann C. McLinden Arts Management
Jessica Lauren Miller Advertising
Lyndsay Eleanor Pleas Advertising
Joseph Radtke Arts Management
Jillian Lee Sanders Arts Management
Kristen Noel Schnaus Advertising
Sara Jane Seaton Advertising
DEGREE OF MASTER OF FINE ARTS

Andru Scott Anderson Film and Media Arts
Ashlee Elizabeth Bashore Theatre
Susana Batres Theatre
Tim Best
William Burton Binnie
Ella Rose Haag Theatre
Roselaine Fox Hamilton Theatre
Russell Jonas Theatre

DEGREE OF MASTER OF MUSIC

Zubaida Azezi Violin Performance
Leland Davis Byrd Music Education
Kevin Sung Cho Percussion Performance
Arielle Collier Voice Performance
John Carl Day Music Education
Timothy James Endorf Trombone Performance
Andrew Clark England French Horn Performance
Ryan Lawrence Greene Piano Performance & Pedagogy
Eve Christine Hehn Voice Performance
Jayson Tyler Heubusch Bassoon Performance
Mark David Howard Percussion Performance
Kristofer Kiesel Organ Performance
Jesus Juan Martinez Music Composition
Jedidiah William Maus Music Education

DEGREE OF Pianist’s Diploma

Jose Luis Correa Isaza Piano Performance
Edmundo Alejandro Gonzalez Alvarado Piano Performance
Suyoung Lee Voice Performance
Hong Liu Bassoon Performance

Emily Evelyn LaCour
Kiernan S. Loiland
Charles Brandon Potter Theatre
Timothy Wray Rothwell Theatre
Stephen John Torres Theatre
Melissa Giau Tran
Frederick Herbert Uebele Theatre
Han Yun Wu Theatre

IN EDWIN L. COX SCHOOL OF BUSINESS

DEGREE OF MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

Zarina Abdrahamanova Marketing; Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Anush Abdhikari Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Mohammed Khalid Aldhubaib Accounting
Robert Bradley Alpaua Finance
Todd Kenneth Alsup Marketing
Ahad Liaquat Amdani Strategy & Entrepreneurship
John Bryce Anderson General Business
Alicia Katherine Andrews Marketing; Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Eric Craig Bailey Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Mark Andrew Baldwin General Business
Bradford William Bandel Finance; Real Estate
Jitendra Bantia General Business
Aaron Dorel Barnard Finance
Kristen Anne Barone Marketing; Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Michael Hanley Barry Marketing; Finance
Elizabeth Ann Bauman Management
Matthew Meffert Becher Marketing
M gold D. Belske Marketing
William James Berntsky Finance; Accounting
Charit Bhatt Information and Operations; Business Analytics
Alexandra Hart Bloodworth Marketing; Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Todd William Bond General Business
John Bee Marketing
Maetrolisha Nicole Brewster General Business
Ben A. Briggs General Business
Trenton Davis Brookshire General Business
Reginald Brown Finance
Richard Taylor Brown Finance; Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Michael Vincent Buono Finance; Accounting
Allyn Elizabeth Bures Marketing
Nicholas Michael Burns Marketing; Finance
Andrew Maurice Butler Marketing; Business Analytics
Christopher Palmer Cagle Finance
Jeffry Donald Carper General Business
Joby Chance Chaffin Finance
Ashok Chenumalla General Business

John Daniel Cleeton, Jr. General Business
Blake Colander General Business
Stephen Carter Coleman Marketing; Finance
Christopher Damian Conner General Business
Jesse B. Crabbe General Business
Sophie Bass Crommett Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Tashae LaShell Croxton Business Analytics
Christopher Cunningham General Business
Tivona Shani Curtis General Business
Charles Brian Davis Finance
David A. Davis General Business
Bryan Jordan Day Finance
Robert Chance Demases Finance
Anita Demla Marketing
Akhay Girish Desai Finance; Business Analytics
Srinivasa Rao Duvvuna Information and Operations
Ted Michael Eades General Business
Thomas Neil Edwards Finance; Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Bradford Charles Farmer Finance; Real Estate
James Edward Faxon General Business
Jennifer Elaine Fischer-Armistead Management
David Carter Fournier, Jr. General Business
Anthony Ortizque Francis Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Julie Marie Fratangelo General Business
Thomas Austin Frieble Finance
Jake Frost General Business
Magn Dario Gamez Cabello General Business
Charles Walter German Finance; Accounting
Soumik Ghosh Finance; Business Analytics
Jesse Louis Gibbs General Business
Vishal Goel Finance; Business Analytics
Mindy Louise Goldman General Business
Gustavo Pagliari Goncalves General Business
Bryan Goodgion Finance
Karen Ann Gough General Business
John Randolph Gregson III Finance; Real Estate
Brandon Garrett Griese Finance
Joshua Scott Griffith Finance
Suresh Gunasekaran General Business


**Degree of Master of Science in Accounting**

John David Angle
Judson Barret Beecher
Allison Paige Bereswill
Jordan Pollard Bowles
Ella Monsted Bright
Kevin Michael Burton
Evan Alles Carter
Thomas Gordon Chapline
Evan James Conley
Rachel Elizabeth Conover
Joseph Aree Cotton
Bryan Austin Crabb
Chad Daniel Cummings
Nicole Cristina da Silva Di Lernia
Minya Dai
Wenli Dai
Brent Lewis Davis
John Kelly Dayton
Brian George Dicus, Jr.
Scott William Josef Enghert
Allison N. Fagan
Elizabeth Baxter Finkbohner
Nicole Lorraine Francisci
Sarah Elisabeth Frazier
Matthew Paul Gandy
Julia Paige Geiger
Sarah Michelle Gilligan
Kelly Katherine Glasgow
Hadley Lilly Graham
Christine Danielle Harpool
Caroline Hayman
Jasmine Rattanarporn Heckler
Jeanette Hernandez
Austin Scott Haatt
Austin Chandler Horn
Chenlu Huang
Paige Michelle Janke
Laura M. Johnston
Min Woo Kang
Jacob Stanley Kay
Ramon Eugene Kennelly
Andrew Michael Klitch
Kayla Gail Kreuzberger
Dillon James Kruger
Wenting Lao
Allison Elizabeth LaRoche
Wenting Lao
Han Ngoc Le
Shelby Frances Leabo
Johnny In Lee
Yuanyuan Li
Bo Liu
Yee-hsuan Liu
Ashley Elaine Lorenz
Nabagala Jenevieve Lubwama
Kevin Sheng-Lun Ma
Sarah B. McCurdy
Megan Hightower McLelland
Alexander Wade Mezey
Catherine Clarke Mickum
Robert Mitchell Miller
Lindsey M. Pacheco-Mueller
Blake Arthur Palmer
Antonios Pothoulakis
Mallory Helene Presutti
Jonathan David Price
Elizabeth Gray Purcell
Halston Alexandra Reece
Keller Alexander Rhyme
Jane Marie Rizzuto
Erin Michelle Robbins
Taylor Lane Robinson
Allie Jordan Shea
Jessica Sun
Olivia Claire Thomason
Tara Lee Tong
Rachel Ann Von Gonten
Sarah Monroe Wainwright
Zhihia Wang
Houtoun Gerard Waring
Trev Thomas Wilgus
Shu Yang
Dongjun Yu
Sicheng Zhang

**Degree of Master of Science in Finance**

Dana Batki
Ryan Austin Brown
Zhongyuan Chen
Michael Albert Elizondo
Dennie Layne Feimster
Haoyuan Gao
Ran Gao
Maria Fernanda Gonzalez-Vingochea
Edward Joseph Gray
Stephen James Johnson
Charles Michael Arthur Klunder
Brent Andrew Kolb
Tianju Liu
Xiaotong Liu
Ye Ma
Mingwei Ruan
Troy Jack Smith
Kyle Anthony Stewart
Matthew Paul Taylor
James Walter Tekippe
Zijing Zhang
Wuyi Zhao

**Degree of Master of Science in Management**

John Ryan Blair
Emily Claire Carstens
Meagan Dannielle Cousins
Allison Kathleen Ennis
Troy Jack Smith
Kyle Anthony Stewart
Shuai Yuan

**In Bobby B. Lyle School of Engineering**

**Degree of Master of Arts**

Emily Michelle Moses Sustainability and Development

**Degree of Master of Science**

Zeyad Tareq Abed Security Engineering
Yahya Othman A. Allassaf Software Engineering
Faisal Mohammed Albalawi Software Engineering; Systems Engineering
Sarah Abdullah Alodan Computer Science
Abdullah Nawaf Alshammarri Systems Engineering
Eduardo Antonio Arcos Software Engineering
Christian Gabriel Ayala Computer Science
Sundeep Babburi Telecommunications
Elizabeth Christine Bandera Operations Research
Jinesh Narottam Barevadia Telecommunications
William Morgan Bellis Systems Engineering
Adel Abdurazzaq Ben Othman Telecommunications
Vignesh Kalyan Bharadwaj Telecommunications
Chitra Reddy Bokka Computer Science
Mark Sasha Brusn Systems Engineering
Giancarlo Albino Carlo Operations Research
Brian Michael Cleary Software Engineering
Qiang Dai Computer Science
Elliott David DeLoach Software Engineering
Shana Renee Deering Systems Engineering
Matthew Earl Devoto Computer Science
Paarth Ramnath Dhas Telecommunications
Samuel Louis Doerr Security Engineering
Megan Mulhern Donnelly Systems Engineering
Alfonso Elliott, Jr. Systems Engineering
Andrew Joseph Embry Systems Engineering
Jackin Pratifuria Telecommunications
Julie Furr Systems Engineering
Erik Edsel Garcia-Mendez Rowold Operations Research
Amsalu Gedamu Systems Engineering
Sanket Vijay Ghormade  
Telecommunications

Hrishikesh Gulabrai Ghule  
Telecommunications

Gaurav Lalitkumar Gupta  
Telecommunications

Richa Gupta  
Telecommunications

Benton Garrett Hall  
Systems Engineering

Patrick A. Hicks  
Systems Engineering

Gary P. Howe  
Systems Engineering

Yen Yi Hung  
Software Engineering

Ibrahim Kutub Jhabuawala  
Telecommunications

Cary Jones  
Systems Engineering

Raymond Jurado  
Systems Engineering

Siddhesh Narayan Karnad  
Telecommunications

Navpreet Kaur  
Telecommunications

Michael Ray Kennedy  
Systems Engineering

Jaber Sadiq Khori  
Telecommunications

Christopher C. King  
Security Engineering

Jason Knussmann  
Systems Engineering

Gokul Varma Kunduru  
Telecommunications

Smitha Prasanna Kumar  
Software Engineering

Sean Scott Laird  
Systems Engineering

Christopher James Lawson  
Operations Research

Esther Kongtsu Liu  
Operations Research

Wei Liu  
Computer Science

D. Ryan Louth  
Software Engineering

Narendra Naidu Mandalapu  
Telecommunications

Abhay Mandayam Annaswamy  
Telecommunications

Aikey Mareddy  
Software Engineering

Hugo Martinez  
Software Engineering

Vamsi Krishna Medharametla  
Telecommunications

Benedict Marcus Miller  
Systems Engineering

Advait Moghe  
Computer Science

Trenton Neal Westley Moore  
Computer Science

Raghavendra Rajeev Mudireddy  
Telecommunications

Jason Michael Murphy  
Security Engineering

LaTrece LyNetta Myles  
Systems Engineering

Anoop Nalluri  
Telecommunications

R. Michael Myque Ouellette  
Computer Science

Aakash Bhanubhai Patel  
Computer Science

Vivek Jayeshbhai Patel  
Telecommunications

Bargavi Pichai Krishnamoorthy  
Computer Science

Andrew Wayne Pustka  
Software Engineering

Michael Alan Rautio  
Systems Engineering

Bradley Robert Ray  
Operations Research

Chase Ryan Richards  
Computer Science

Stark Nelson Riedesel  
Computer Science


Cynthia Robbins  
Systems Engineering

Kurt Schultz  
Systems Engineering

James Edward Scott, Jr.  
Operations Research

Hem Hassmukhbihai Shah  
Computer Science

Afshin Sharief  
Computer Science

Shane Vincent Siburkis  
Systems Engineering

Michael Stephen Slaughter  
Software Engineering

Albert Vinson Smith  
Software Engineering

Amin Soleimani  
Systems Engineering

Mark Chambers Squires  
Systems Engineering

Neha Tamhane  
Telecommunications

Fenil Indravadan Thakkar  
Telecommunications

Benson Laird Tucker  
Systems Engineering

Marie Janelle Vase  
Computer Science

Rahul Gopal Veeramalla  
Computer Science

Jimmy Dean Williams  
Systems Engineering

Adam Marc Wink  
Systems Engineering

Vinay Kumar Yadav  
Telecommunications

Alan Yeeda  
Operations Research

Tao Zhong  
Computer Science

Tiancong Zhou  
Computer Science

Adam Cole Zymgmontowicz  
Security Engineering

Thesis: “Securing P1687 Scan Chains Using LSIBS and the Comparison of Common Test Hardware Security Methods”

LaTrece LyNetta Myles  
Systems Engineering

Anoop Nalluri  
Telecommunications

R. Michael Myque Ouellette  
Computer Science

Aakash Bhanubhai Patel  
Computer Science

Vivek Jayeshbhai Patel  
Telecommunications

Bargavi Pichai Krishnamoorthy  
Computer Science

Andrew Wayne Pustka  
Software Engineering

Michael Alan Rautio  
Systems Engineering

Bradley Robert Ray  
Operations Research

Chase Ryan Richards  
Computer Science

Stark Nelson Riedesel  
Computer Science


Cynthia Robbins  
Systems Engineering

Kurt Schultz  
Systems Engineering

James Edward Scott, Jr.  
Operations Research

Hem Hassmukhbihai Shah  
Computer Science

Afshin Sharief  
Computer Science

Shane Vincent Siburkis  
Systems Engineering

Michael Stephen Slaughter  
Software Engineering

Albert Vinson Smith  
Software Engineering

Amin Soleimani  
Systems Engineering

Mark Chambers Squires  
Systems Engineering

Neha Tamhane  
Telecommunications

Fenil Indravadan Thakkar  
Telecommunications

Benson Laird Tucker  
Systems Engineering

Marie Janelle Vase  
Computer Science

Rahul Gopal Veeramalla  
Computer Science

Jimmy Dean Williams  
Systems Engineering

Adam Marc Wink  
Systems Engineering

Vinay Kumar Yadav  
Telecommunications

Alan Yeeda  
Operations Research

Tao Zhong  
Computer Science

Tiancong Zhou  
Computer Science

Adam Cole Zymgmontowicz  
Security Engineering

Thesis: “Securing P1687 Scan Chains Using LSIBS and the Comparison of Common Test Hardware Security Methods”

Degree of Master of Science in Civil Engineering

Holly Marie Baird
Bayleigh Gilbert Collins
Thomas Richard Davies

John Thomas Lissia
Scott Robert Paulhus

Ryan Lawrence Josef Landwehr
Teng Zhang

Degree of Master of Science in Electrical Engineering

Leah Michelle Barnett
Solomon Worku Gebre
Andrew L. Goodson
Hersh Naresh Joshipara
Corinne Kathryn Matthews
Laury Alanna Smith

Saira Tul-Fasilah U-Kiu
Wenbo Xia

Thesis: “Power and Thermal Modeling for the Proto-Vipram Chip”

Lowen Yuan
Bo Zhou

Degree of Master of Science in Engineering Management

Ajay Ashwin Babaria
Levi Edward Bagwell
Andres Mauricio Gonzalez Zambrano
Anthony Green
Amy Skains Griffith
Jorge Guajardo Flores
Mamdouh Mubarak Al Tayeb

Fernando Ramos Castillo
Ahmad Shawesh
Ninaozie C. Tassie
Luis Alfonso Terrazas
Pablo Vera Cantu
Yuk Lun Wong

Degree of Master of Science in Environmental Engineering

Ehimore Peter Aigbivbalu
Haddijatou Bayo

Adviser: Andrew Norman Quicksall
Maria Fabiola Briceno Chacin

Andrea Maria Fernandez Smithers

Thesis: “Electrochemical In Situ Generation of Free Chlorine for Iron Remediation in Drinking Water”

Esther Anne Kolkman
Aaron Wing Lun Tchou Tom

Degree of Master of Science in Facilities Management

Adrian M. Nagel

Degree of Master of Science in Information Engineering and Management

Riyad Farouq Alsaied
Humberto Corral Rios
Kelly Marie Dowd

Information Engineering & Management

Information Engineering & Management

Information Engineering & Management

Chloe Brigitte Farrar
Mithilesat Satish Masekar
Xiaodong Zhou

Information Engineering & Management

Information Engineering & Management

Information Engineering & Management
Degree of Master of Science in Mechanical Engineering
Khalid Suliman Alluhydan
Aaron Jeffrey Bailey
Nicholas James Bastoni
Andrew R. George
Kevin Richard Kobylnka
Heng Liu
Rhiannon Alexandra Rees
Natasha Angelique Wunderlin

Degree of Master of Arts in Dispute Resolution
Pamela J. Batson
Jennifer Adaobi Chukwuakwu
Misti Michelle Green
Saadia Junaid Hashmi
Audrey Ann Holman
NaTisha Hutson
Iman Hyder
Tomasz Mirosław Kwiatkowski
Josue Rigoberto Murillo
Dorothy Stefan
James Arnold Sykes
Tiffany Rose Taylor
Melissa Diane Whitehead
Yan Zhang

Degree of Master of Bilingual Education
Jose Roberto Acosta
Memesghen Asmerom
Heidi Ann Brandenburg
Wesley Dale Brittain
Stephanie Ann Burns
Esmeralda V. Cardoso
Elizabeth Ann Cauldill
Anne Stull Cochran
Brady James Cooper
Quinton T. Courts
Lindsay Ray Davis
Christine Marie Denison
Danielle Denise Erlert
Ryan Anthony Fuller
David Sebastian Fifield
Rachel Karen Gutierrez
Katherine Elizabeth Haines
Zachary Charles Hall
Heather Anchieta Holland
Windsor Caroline Hollingshead
Emily R. Huggins
Melinda Kirk
Lucilla Lozano Landin
Carolina Alicia Moyano
Laura Kathryn Newell
Kelyn Jill Perkins
Eber A. Perla
Thomas Donald Poynter
April LaToya Sandolph
Meredith Madden Sauer
Kirsten E. Shriver
Hollis Sizemore III
Annie Marie Smith
Jacob Andrew Stainbrook
Maria Totsuka
Efrain Tovar
Rian Thomas Wilhite

Degree of Master of Science in Counseling
Khalid Suliman Alluhydan
Aaron Jeffrey Bailey
Nicholas James Bastoni
Andrew R. George
Kevin Richard Kobylnka
Heng Liu
Rhiannon Alexandra Rees
Natasha Angelique Wunderlin

Degree of Master of Liberal Studies
Sarah B. Agha
Tresa Cherie Bell
Kent Lewis Boyer
Meleah Noelani Chriss
Jillian Marie Conry
Michael Lamond Counter Jr.
Jill DeVito
Brittany Ford-Ewing
Anthony Charles Frey
Christie Brown Haggard
Joseph Carl Lee Knight
Christopher Dean Massey
Melissa Jane Massey
Jacqueline Gene McKnight
Christi Joy Pettijohn
Yvette Richardson
Cameron Charles Rogers
Sarah Stutts Weatherford
Keith Paul Young III
Kasi Rachel Zieminski
Anna Kyle Ziverts

Certificate of Advanced Graduate Studies
Creston Cornell Holloway Lynch

Certificate in Digital Game Development
Jose Pedro Abalos Lira
Billy Todd Ablens
Hammed Salah H. Al-Tamimi
Michael James Banks
Ryan Michael Becker
Garth Binam
Hakan Borazanci
Scott E. Boykin
Christopher Brandon Burris
Sherman Andrew Butler
Raul Chamon Alves de Siqueira
Abhinav Choudhary
Andrew Thomas Christensen
Anthony Clausen
Ashley R. Haynie
Garth Binam
Hakan Borazanci
Scott E. Boykin
Christopher Brandon Burris
Sherman Andrew Butler

In The Guildhall At SMU, Linda And Mitch Hart eCenter

Certificate in Digital Game Development
Jose Pedro Abalos Lira
Billy Todd Ablens
Hammed Salah H. Al-Tamimi
Michael James Banks
Ryan Michael Becker
Garth Binam
Hakan Borazanci
Scott E. Boykin
Christopher Brandon Burris
Sherman Andrew Butler
Raul Chamon Alves de Siqueira
Abhinav Choudhary
Andrew Thomas Christensen
Anthony Clausen
Ashley R. Haynie
Garth Binam
Hakan Borazanci
Scott E. Boykin
Christopher Brandon Burris
Sherman Andrew Butler
Matthew Zachariah Johnson  
Specialization in Software Development

Rachel Elizabeth Kittrell  
Specialization in Level Design

Xiang Li  
Specialization in Art Creation

Trevin Lee Liberty  
Specialization in Software Development

Christopher Michael Marshall  
Specialization in Level Design

Nathan Hanscom McGuire  
Specialization in Art Creation

Michael Easton Mundine  
Specialization in Level Design

Andrew Nguyen  
Specialization in Software Development

Stephanie Pitcher  
Specialization in Art Creation

Taylor Sauer  
Specialization in Art Creation

Master of Interactive Technology

Hammed Salah H. Al-Tamimi  
Digital Game Development - Art Creation
Thesis: “Using Environmental Illusions to Immere Players in a Game World”

Michael James Banks  
Digital Game Development - Art Creation
Thesis: “Intuitive Tablet User Interface”

Ryan Michael Becker  
Digital Game Development - Level Design

Garth Binam  
Digital Game Development - Art Creation
Thesis: “Animating Life”

Christopher Brandon Burris  
Digital Game Development - Level Design
Thesis: “Game Development Education: the Good, the Bad, and the Ugly”

Sherman Andrew Butler  
Digital Game Development - Art Creation
Thesis: “A Look at Player Investment Resulting from Immersive Environments”

Raul Chamon Alves de Siqueira  
Digital Game Development - Level Design
Thesis: “Creating a Survival Horror Game Without the Use of Supernatural Elements”

Andrew Thomas Christensen  
Digital Game Development - Software Development

Alexander Chu  
Digital Game Development - Art Creation
Thesis: “Using the Unity Game Engine and Oculus Rift Display as a Method for Architectural Representation”

Anthony Clausen  
Digital Game Development - Art Creation
Thesis: “Vertex Painting in UDK: Advantages and Disadvantages for Environmental Variation”

Ashley R. Haynie  
Digital Game Development - Art Creation
Thesis: “Workflow for Creating High Quality and Ready to Rig Game Characters”

Micaela Holmes  
Digital Game Development - Art Creation
Thesis: “Using Game Props as a Primary Source of Advancing Gameplay”

Benjamin Robert Howenstein  
Digital Game Development - Software Development
Thesis: “A Constraint-Based Cinematic Virtual Camera System”

Kyle Andrew Snyder  
Specialization in Level Design

Marc Soksin  
Specialization in Level Design

Zachary Stambaugh  
Specialization in Art Creation

Stephen Tradd Thompson  
Specialization in Level Design

Thien Kham Tran  
Specialization in Art Creation

Erik Vaughn  
Specialization in Level Design

Kyle Wickert  
Specialization in Software Development

Jeremy Wiuff  
Specialization in Level Design

Taylor B. Wright  
Specialization in Art Creation

Johnathan Zdrojkowski  
Specialization in Level Design

Jennifer Marie Huff  
Digital Game Development - Art Creation

Preston Darrel Huley  
Digital Game Development - Software Development

Matthew Zachariah Johnson  
Digital Game Development - Software Development
Thesis: “Sketch Based 2D Skeletal Animation”

Rachel Elizabeth Kittrell  
Digital Game Development - Level Design
Thesis: “Balancing Fun and Realism: Applying Game Mechanics to Military Training Programs”

Trevin Lee Liberty  
Digital Game Development - Software Development
Thesis: “Clustered Rendering: Design and Implementation”

Christopher Michael Marshall  
Digital Game Development - Level Design

Nathan Hanscom McGuire  
Digital Game Development - Art Creation
Thesis: “Hard Surface Mastery”

Michael Easton Mundine  
Digital Game Development - Level Design
Thesis: “Utilizing Fun and RTS Mechanics in a Military Training Game”

Andrew Nguyen  
Digital Game Development - Software Development

Stephanie Pitcher  
Digital Game Development - Art Creation
Thesis: “The Effects of Female Character Armor on World Immersion”

Taylor Sauer  
Digital Game Development - Art Creation
Thesis: “3 Dimensional Scanning and its Application to Video Game Art”

Marc Soksin  
Digital Game Development - Level Design
Thesis: “Mastery: Storytelling in Level Design”

Zachary Stambaugh  
Digital Game Development - Art Creation
Thesis: “Ensuring Quality in Optimization Methodology for Resource-Lite Game Assets”

Thien Kham Tran  
Digital Game Development - Art Creation
Thesis: “Environment Game Art Lighting Analysis Between Rendering Software”

Erik Vaughn  
Digital Game Development - Level Design
Thesis: “Utilizing Nonverbal Communication Techniques for Colorblind Players”

Jeremy Wiuff  
Digital Game Development - Level Design
Thesis: “Light and Shadow: Implementing the Film Noir Style in a 3D Environment”

Taylor B. Wright  
Digital Game Development - Art Creation
Thesis: “The Artist’s Workflow Transition into a Physically-Based Rendering System”

Johnathan Zdrojkowski  
Digital Game Development - Level Design
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES

Degree of Bachelor of Arts

Ali Anezhodae History; Philosophy
Andrew Affilian Biology
Sania Fatima Ahmad Human Rights; Psychology
Goke A. Akimminranye Markets and Culture; Psychology
Mariam T. Alaka Psychology
Sharmeen Aly Political Science
Newton Blake Anderson Markets and Culture
Tyler Douglas Anderson Political Science; Public Policy
Raha Assadi Spanish
Mi-Sun Bae Psychology
David Rosario Baillargeon Economics
Beau K. Barnes Markets and Culture
Ivonne Elena Balli English
Antonea Damari Bastian-Sayyd History
Claire Anne Bauman Economics; Public Policy
Anna Powell Baxter Spanish
Mai Ahmad Bedair Spanish
Kiara K. Benson Biological Sciences; Psychology
Asad Akber Berani Economics
Nicholas Everett Bertasi Political Science
Corbin Barrett Blount Markets and Culture
Blaire Marie Bogard Economics
Cody T. Booth Markets and Culture
Jessica Lauren Bordelon Markets and Culture
Virginia Tucker Boswell History
Alexandra Elizabeth Brakefield Markets and Culture
Richard John Braxton Geology
Robin E. Brock Psychology
Margaret Anne Brown Psychology
Brandon James Bub English; History; Political Science
Olivia Blain Buckner Environmental Studies
Madeline D. Buckthal Anthropology; Psychology
Anne Marie Burdick Economics
Morgan Nicole Cain Markets and Culture
Karla Stephany Calderon Psychology
Valeria Cantu Markets and Culture; Psychology
Emmaline Hardy Carrick English
Christopher Carrion Mathematics
Kellen Olivia Casey Psychology
Olivia Iva Cassidy English; Spanish
Ashlyn Alise Castro Religious Studies
Adam Zane Cauden Political Science; Psychology
Emma Yolanda Cepeda Spanish
Jennifer Claudette Chacon Spanish
Bailey N. Chapman Spanish
Keely Elizabeth Chapman Psychology
Jimmy C. Chase, Jr. Sociology
Meredith Elizabeth Chehardy Psychology
Amy Song Chen English; Political Science
Jentin Audrey Chow Psychology
Joanna Ciriello History
Austin Wayne Clark Political Science
Brittany Marie Claypool History
David S. Codron Markets and Culture
Matthew Stuart Cody Foreign Languages - French
Brandi Lynn Cofer Anthropology
Delanah Chea Colbert International Studies
Madison Mires Coleman Psychology
Charlotte Frances Cooper Psychology
Marissa Coronado Psychology
Brittany Elise Cox Psychology
Cydney Jayne Cox Psychology
Catalina Yvette Cruz Human Rights; Psychology
Gaston Ezequiel Cuadrando Economics; Spanish
Kristen Marie Dautereme French
Stephanie Nicole Davis Psychology
Tyronne Donnell Davis, Jr. Biological Sciences
Michael Britton Dearman Philosophy; Political Science
Haylie Alexandra DeFrank Psychology
Gianna Pahola Della Sera Sociology
Michael Bennett Derbyshire English
Alisha Diane Diaz Psychology
Dominic Daniel DiGiammatteo Markets and Culture
Caroline Elizabeth Dillard Economics; History
Olivia Flowers Dossett Psychology; Spanish
Hillary A. Dunklin Psychology
Hailey Rebecca Dunn Political Science
Margaret Elizabeth Ehrhardt Science
Mahalh Zahoour Elahi Markets and Culture
Margaret Grace Elder English
Michael Elghazi Public Policy
Caroline McDade Ellis Markets and Culture
Kimberly Elmazi International Studies; Political Science
Felicia M. Espericueta Psychology
Grant Anthony Estell Economics
Briantria K. Evans English
Calvin Craig Fanning Anthropology
Margaret Rivera Fegan Anthropology
Brett Ferguson Psychology
Andrew Thomas Fiepke Markets and Culture
Juliana Jasmin Fischer Anthropology; Psychology
Leah Marie Fletcher English
Addison Eleanor Fonten Political Science
Catherine Eliza Fox Psychology
Spencer Landon Fox Psychology
Lisa Nicole Foy Religious Studies
Jillian Rae Frederick Anthropology; Human Rights
Jazmin Anais Frias Human Rights; Spanish
Zachary Michael Friese Psychology
Samantha Rae Fritsch Psychology
Tyler Jon Fry Political Science
Graham Thomas Gadenne Political Science
Mason Garren Galloway Mathematics
Jessica Faye Gardner English
Ashley Sheneice Garney Spanish
Sean Thomas Gatz Biological Sciences; Chemistry
Hani Sam Gazal Economics; Public Policy
Richard Michael Gee Economics; Political Science
Andrea Diana Graff English with a Creative Writing Specialization
Marshall Perry Graham History
Brandon John Grams Markets and Culture
Michael Whitley Graves Religious Studies
Aliza R. Greenberg Religious Studies
Kyle F. Griewe Economics
Thomas Morley Griffin French
Joseph Brice Griggs Economics
Caroline Elizabeth Hafner Markets and Culture
Mari HaiLu English with a Creative Writing Specialization
Julia Marie Hall Psychology
Michelle Hammond Tovar French
Brandon Shane Hand Political Science
Julian Dakota Harding Philosophy; Political Science
Whitney Michelle Harp History
Kristopher Jamar Hawkins Psychology
Hayley Christine Heatley Spanish
Caitlin Marie Heflin Economics
Patrick James Hennigan Markets and Culture
Hannah Hester Spanish
Audrey Ruth High Psychology
William Camden Hodge Philosophy
Eileen Nancy Hoedebeck Psychology
Cicely Grace Hoelscher Markets and Culture
Lauren Elizabeth Hogan Markets and Culture
Mallorie Alexandre Holguin Spanish
Denver Cody Hopkins Economics; French; Markets and Culture
Chelsea Dee Howell Philosophy
Albert Huang Psychology
David Jose Huertas Markets and Culture
Benjamin Michael Hughes History
Leslie Anne Hurley Spanish
Hiba Maha Ibad Human Rights
Yusra Jabeen Human Rights
Grace McKay Jameson Environmental Studies
Kirsten Aliena Johansson Environmental Studies; Public Policy
Christopher Luke John Economics
Jeremy Lee Johnson Sociology
Kathryn H. Johnson Sociology
Krystal Danielle Johnson Psychology
Margaret Catherine Jones English
John Scott Karol Markets and Culture
Dylan Michael Kavanagh Economics
William Tucker Keene Economics; Political Science; Public Policy
Kristen Marie Kelso Spanish
Mary Katharine Kenney Religious Studies
Faizan Ahmed Khan Public Policy
Zahra Khan English
Farha Koja Psychology
Ruby Kim English
Marcus C. Kincade Psychology
Chelsea Elizabeth King Foreign Languages - Spanish
Jennifer M. King History; Political Science
Natalie Ann Konstant English
Arianna Karina Kraeger Markets and Culture
Christine Susan Kurien Human Rights
Katherine Victoria Ladner English with a Creative Writing Specialization; Political Science
Shelby Rose Langford International Studies
Ryan Lawson Political Science
Halley Huntress Learned Economics
Kristin LeBrasseur Biological Sciences; Psychology
Alyson Armilda Lembcke  History; Philosophy
Zachary Alan Lemons  Psychology
Nicholas James Lentes-Gilson  English with a Creative Writing Specialization
James Christopher Lewis Economics; Public Policy
Kalen S. Lewis  History
Blake Elizabeth Loesser Political Science
Jacqueline Paige Victoria Lowrey Human Rights; Political Science; Spanish
Kristen Frost Luke Markets and Culture
Harvey Danniel Luna Political Science
Nikolas Scott Lundeen Political Science; Public Policy
Bruce Walter Lyon, Jr.  History
Edward Thomas Maguire IV Political Science; Public Policy
Melissa Elyana Maguire English; Human Rights; Spanish
Bernabe Ignacio Maldonado Spanish
Jayvin Singh Mali Political Science
Emily Eileen Mankowski Human Rights; Political Science
John Russell Manning Markets and Culture
Bryson Robert Marshall Markets and Culture
William Emmett Marston IV Markets and Culture
Sara Virginia Martin Psychology
Chandler Elizabeth Mason International Studies
Mehreen Mazhar English
Anthony Michael McAuliffe Political Science; Spanish
Alice Elizabeth McCall Sociology
Kyra Leigh McCarty Anthropology
Kevin Lucas McClendon French
John A. McConnell Political Science
William Carter McDonald Public Policy
Briania Michele McIntyre History
Elizabeth Mellon Chemistry
Cristal Amayrani Mendez Psychology; Spanish
Caroline Grace Merck Psychology
Olan Efrem Mijana Spanish
Nina Jean Miller Sociology
Andrew Peter Minta History
Bianca Marissa Mirescu Psychology
James Collins Mitchell Philosophy
Jessica Ashley Mitchell Psychology
John Masten Mitchell Markets and Culture
Scott Carson Mitchell Economics
Leila Mohmed Markets and Culture
Adrian Montemayor Junco Markets and Culture
Brandon Michael Montgomery Markets and Culture
Katherine Dick Montgomery Political Science
Sarah Elizabeth Montonchakul French
Phillip John Montoya Markets and Culture
Kelcie Sinclair Moore Psychology
Lauren Elizabeth Moore English
Austin Holland Moorman English; History
Franco Alexis Morales Economics
Jodi Ann Morris Psychology
Ricky Lee Mouser III Philosophy; Psychology; Spanish
Mikala Eleneoy Moyen French
Grace Beatrice Mueller Political Science
Jeanine Desiree Mulko History; Spanish
Maureen M. Mullen Geology
Sanjeev Narayan Mundirul Markets and Culture
Vivian Vanessa Murcia Psychology
Jason M. Napolitan Political Science
Anita Minara Nazmul Spanish
Aubry Lynn Neal Chemistry
Broke Ashton Neal English
Elizabeth Erin Neih Psychology
Joyce Catherine Neville Psychology
Jordan Lee Newman English; Psychology
Kristin Nguyen Psychology
Quynh Thi Bao Nguyen Psychology
Abbey Nicole Norris Psychology
Elizabeth Koe Norris Philosophy; Political Science
Christian Cody Noyola Political Science
Michael Jumund O’Guin History
Deborah U. Ogali Political Science
Erica O. Onwuegbuchu Chemistry; Psychology
Basilia Berenicce Osegua Biological Sciences; Psychology
Hilary Von Ottenriether Psychology
Christopher Hultgren Palmer History
Evon Fachrich Palmer Economics
Danielle Dominique Palomo English
Courtney Fahey Parish Psychology
Arielle Rebecca Passy Psychology
Roxanne Perez English with a Creative Writing Specialization
Grayford George Perkins Public Policy
Lindsey O’Donnell Peters Spanish
Margarita Arrakelyan Peterson Psychology
Andrew Jacob Pinkowitz Spanish
Caitlin Marie Piscotta Economics
Connor Alan Preston History
Alexander John Pusinelli Economics
Nina Rafiq Biological Sciences; Chemistry
Michelle Allsion Raimond Geology
Faran Renea Rasmussen Markets and Culture; Psychology
John Oliver Ray Geology
Harrison Ashton Redoglia Political Science
Genesis M. Reed Human Rights; Political Science
Eliana Renteria French
Alexis Nicole Ricci Biological Sciences
Genevieve Clavell Richards Environmental Studies
Mikaela Rigsby Psychology
Morgan Aidar Riklin Psychology
Gabriel Garcia Rincon Spanish
Suzanne Noelle Ritzdorf Markets and Culture
Evangelos Roberts Economics; Markets and Culture
Jeffrey George Robillard Political Science
Kathryn Frances Roden Spanish
Joni Marie Rorije Biological Sciences
Aldo Matthew Rossi Psychology
Adam Lynn Royal English
Cynthia Walker Ruppi Anthropology
Mindaugas Sadauskauskas Markets and Culture
Abel Saenz Economics
Damilola Caroline Salako English with a Creative Writing Specialization
Nicholas Joseph Saliba Public Policy
Caitlin Elizabeth Samples French; Spanish
Isabella Alonso Sanchez Markets and Culture
Kelli Suzanne Sargent Psychology
Charles Reeder Savidge IV History
Morgan Kristine Saxon Psychology
Steven Eugene Schiele Psychology
Kate Elizabeth Schoen English
Jacqueline Paige Scioli Political Science; Psychology
Amanda Taylor Scott Political Science
Lindsay Elizabeth Seidel Psychology
Amy Lynn Shaw Psychology
Andrew William Silver Markets and Culture
Elliott Morris Silverman Political Science
Anne-Sophie Simard Spanish
Mallory Suzanne Singleton Economics
Cole Rogers Sisto History
John Brenton Smelter Economics; Markets and Culture
Chandler Austin Smith Markets and Culture
Jennifer Lauren Smith Markets and Culture
Mallorie Christine Smith Political Science
Kelsey Lauren Snavely Biological Sciences; Psychology
Crystal Solis Economics
Madison Clare Spence German
George Monroe Stadler Economics
Avery Marie Stefan French
Allison Leigh Stephens English
Savannah Lee Stephens History
Jacob Zachery Stewart History
Adam J. Stowe Markets and Culture
William Suhenda Public Policy
Callie Jordan Summers English
Stephanie Brooke Tatum Sociology
Meredith Sohaila Tavallaez French
Aleksandra Timakova Spanish
Cynthia Maria Torres Markets and Culture
Alexandra Danielle Totah Foreign Languages - French
Stephanie Renee Trevino Psychology
Phuong Tran Trinh Anthropology; Chemistry
David Robert Triplehorn III-Cash Psychology
Andrew Bassey Udofa Biological Sciences; Chemistry
Katherine Christie Uquhart Economics; Environmental Studies
Michael Alexander Ussery Spanish
Jorge Jose Valdes Markets and Culture
Celestia Valdez Political Science; Spanish
Cindy Midori Vazquez Psychology
Lara Vidal Gacias History; Human Rights; International Studies
Hayley Margaret Wagner Anthropology; French; Human Rights
Zara Walsh Markets and Culture
Ashley Yoonne Wang Environmental Studies
William C. Watts Political Science; Public Policy
Taylor C. Weaver International Studies
Mary Martha Webber International Studies; Philosophy
Abigail Frances Whitacre Public Policy
Taelor Elizabeth White Psychology
Alexis Marie Wilkinson English
Hillary Anne Williams Foreign Languages - Spanish
Bailey Elizabeth Wilson Psychology
Robert Joseph Winters History
Kelsey Nicole Wolfe Spanish
Destiny Elisabeth Woods Anthropology
Wendy Lynne Wright History
Oliver Zambrano Cedillos Economics
Arnaud Hubert Zimmern English; Foreign Languages - French; Mathematics
Diana Cristina Catuneanu  
Biological Sciences

Eric Colby Carver-Simmons  
Mathematics

Economics with Finance

Morgan Nicole Cain  
Economics with Finance

Julia Christine Burman  
Biological Sciences

Economics with Finance

Andres Bernard Bequillard  
Biochemistry

Mai Ahmad Bedair  
Mathematics

Alfred Thompson Barro  
Economics with Finance

Raha Assadi  
Sociology

Daniel Eugene Atkins  
Mathematics

Desiree Barbara Bagby  
Sociology

Levi Edward Bagwell  
Mathematics

Kristoffer Tom Balteskard  
Economics with Finance

Alfred Thompson Barro  
Economics with Finance

Mallory Paige Baum  
Mathematics

Mai Ahmed Bedair  
Biochemistry

Andre Bernard Bequillard  
Economics with Finance

Niki Joyanne Blair  
Mathematics

John Anthony Bonadelle  
Economics with Finance

John Joseph Bordano III  
Economics with Finance

Margaret Anne Brown  
Mathematics

Julia Christine Burman  
Economics with Finance

James Dylan Cahill  
Mathematics

Morgan Nicole Cain  
Economics with Finance

MacKenzie Kate Campbell  
Economics with Finance

Alejandra Carina Canales  
Biochemistry; Mathematics

Lucia Mary Carr  
Economics with Finance

Eric Colby Carver-Simmons  
Mathematics

Freddie Castillo II  
Mathematics

Diana Cristina Catuneanu  
Biological Sciences

Alyssa Aryn Chatten  
Mathematics

Laura Carolyn Chen  
Mathematics

Yuan Chen  
Economics with Finance Applications

Caleb Gunnar Chouffet  
Mathematics

Adnan F. Chowdhury  
Mathematics

Spencer James Connaughton  
Mathematics

Brad Jonathan Davis  
Chemistry

Meera Malwade Day  
Mathematics

Adam Ismail Deeb  
Economics with Finance Applications

Parminder Paul Singh Deo  
Biological Sciences

Parul Rashmi Dhar  
Biological Sciences

Kandi Leigh Doming  
Anthropology

Tara E. Dowd  
Biological Sciences

Qiaozhen Du  
Mathematics

Bruno Dujmovic  
Economics with Finance Applications

Michael Elghazi  
Economics

Andrew Mitchell Escher  
Economics with Finance Applications

Artemii Sergueevich Fedorov  
Mathematics; Physics

Margaret Rivers Fegan  
Biological Sciences

Brett Ferguson  
Sociology

Austin Gregory Finch  
Mathematics

Patrick Eli Flanagan  
Economics with Finance Applications

Luis Fernando Flores-Castillo  
Mathematics

Jackson Cabot Foster  
Economics with Finance Applications

Lillian Juanita Foster  
Mathematics

Brian Michael Frantz  
Mathematics

Harry William Freeman III  
Economics with Finance Applications

Alex William Freudenberg  
Economics with Finance Applications

Maxwell Robert Friess  
Economics with Finance Applications

Zachary Michael Friske  
Biochemistry

Samantha Rae Fritsch  
Biological Sciences

Audra Lynn Fulp  
Economics with Finance Applications

Andres Garza Garza  
Economics with Finance Applications

Andres Garza Ramon  
Mathematics

Andrew R. George  
Mathematics

Fantine Giap  
Biological Sciences

Jaron Michael Gin  
Mathematics

Joel Everett Gobble  
Biological Sciences

Adam K. Gourley  
Mathematics

Bradley Jon Graves  
Biological Sciences; Economics

Isaac Guerria  
Mathematics; Physics

Sarah Guzman-Garcia  
Economics with Finance Applications

Ashley Briana Hall  
Mathematics

Shannon Michelle Hart  
Environmental Sciences

Jeffrey Sol He  
Biological Sciences

Hayley Christine Healey  
Biological Sciences

Jake Riley Higgins  
Economics with Finance Applications

Ryan Joseph Higgins  
Economics with Finance Applications

Javier Alfonso Hinojosa Rodriguez  
Economics with Finance Applications

Mallorie Alexandra Holguin  
Economics

Yuyang Hong  
Economics with Finance Applications

David Jose Huertas  
Economics with Finance Applications

Tina Shaleen Huynh  
Geology

Hiba Maha Ibad  
Biochemistry

Matthew K. Ito  
Economics with Finance Applications

Sarah Fatima Jaffar  
Biological Sciences

Meghan Grace Janeille  
Biotechnology

Jordan R. Jeffcott  
Economics with Finance Applications

Patricio Jimenez Milomo  
Economics with Finance Applications

Laura Spencer Kade  
Biological Sciences

Mohammad Raza Khan  
Biological Sciences

Christopher K. Kiniry  
Economics with Finance Applications

Devon Anne Kline  
Economics with Finance Applications

Wade Matthew Knight  
Biological Sciences

Ryan Andrew Koops  
Biological Sciences

Christine Susan Kurien  
Biological Sciences

James Jordan LaHood-Sarkis  
Economics with Finance Applications

Michael Richard LaMar  
Economics with Finance Applications

Matthew Glen Laurnen  
Mathematics

Kyle Dudley Lemons  
Economics with Finance Applications

Eduardo Leon-Anttmann, Jr.  
Economics with Finance Applications

Graham Bennett Lewallen  
Statistical Science

Roma Natalia Liani  
Mathematics

Emma Yumeng Liu  
Mathematics

Xize Liu  
Economics with Finance Applications

Yee-Ching Liu  
Biological Sciences

Georgio Christo Livanos  
Mathematics

Harvey Danniel Luna  
Economics with Finance Applications

Rachel Ann Luna  
Biological Sciences

Nikolas Scott Lundeen  
Economics with Finance Applications

Nancy Gathoni  
Lundie Mathematics

Edward Thomas Maguire IV  
Economics with Finance Applications

John Russell Manning  
Economics with Finance Applications

Charles Sands Martin  
Economics with Finance Applications

Patrick Thompson  
Massy Economics with Finance Applications

Turner Williams  
Massy Economics with Finance Applications

Brett Kingsley  
Mattingly Geophysics

Mark Anthony McAllister  
Biological Sciences

Kyra Adriana McCarty  
Mathematics

Kyra Leigh McCarty  
Biological Sciences

Catriona Marie McClovery  
Mathematics

William Carter McDonald  
Economics with Finance Applications

Hannah Margaret McGary  
Mathematics

Ivan McGuire III  
Mathematics

Matthew Vincent McLaughlin  
Economics with Finance Applications

Robert Clayton McMillan  
Mathematics with Finance Applications

Alexander Watkins McRae  
Biological Sciences

Maxwell Kent Meyers  
Economics with Finance Applications

Moriah Mae Momsen  
Mathematics

Rian Alexander Monreal-Jackson  
Economics with Finance Applications

Brennan Jay Monroe  
Economics with Finance Applications

Adrian Montemayor Junco  
Economics with Finance Applications

Ricky Lee Mouser III  
Statistical Science

Meera Nair  
Mathematics

Carlos Geovanni Navarro  
Biological Sciences

Chance Evan Newman  
Mathematics

Snow Latoya Nguyen  
Mathematics

Weslyn Grace O’Neill  
Economics with Finance Applications

Jacob C. Odom  
Economics with Finance Applications

Deborah U. Ogali  
Chemistry

Marcello Andres Ortega  
Economics with Finance Applications

Adán Emanuel Ortiz  
Mathematics
Samuel Benjamin Pate  Mathematics
Christopher B. Pellizi  Economics with Finance Applications
Rodolfo Ernesto Pena, Jr.  Mathematics
Grayford George Perkins  Economics with Finance Applications
William Blake Peters  Mathematics
Margarita Arakelyan Peterson  Biological Sciences
Caleb Luke Pool  Mathematics
Michael Alexander Pratt  Economics with Finance Applications
Harrison Michael Price  Economics with Finance Applications
Shane Mathew Priest  Statistical Science
Zewen Qu  Economics with Finance Applications
Roujau Rayetparvar  Biological Sciences
Kelsey Lea Redman  Statistical Science
Kirstin Marie Reistad  Mathematics
Xingyi Ren  Biological Sciences
Sarah Elizabeth Rice Sociology
Monica Annette Rodriguez  Economics with Finance Applications
John Bryan Rommesmo  Economics with Finance Applications
Monica Rosales Santillan  Biological Sciences
Aldo Matthew Rossi  Biological Sciences
Isolina Ruth Rossi  Biological Sciences
Damilola Caroline Salako  Biological Sciences
Nicholas Joseph Saliba  Economics with Finance Applications
Sumair Singh Sangha  Economics with Finance Applications
Cindy Jo Santillan  Mathematics
Neimy Zulema Sarmiento  Mathematics
Austin Clark Savage  Economics with Finance Applications
August Allan Scherer  Economics with Finance Applications
Lincoln Colin Schick  Geology
Devin Kyle Schluter  Biological Sciences
John Graeme Scruggs  Mathematics
Charlotte E. Seelen  Sociology
Jayavanshi Sharma  Economics with Finance Applications
Caroline Marie Sievers  Mathematics
Andrew William Silver  Economics with Finance Applications
Anne Sophie Simard  Biological Sciences
Austin McRoberts Smith  Mathematics
Kaitlin Nicole Smith  Mathematics

Trisha St-Fleur  Biological Sciences
Roman Mark Stolyarov  Biological Sciences; Mathematics
William Suhenda  Economics with Finance Applications
Sarah Samer Suki  Biological Sciences
Rebecca Parker Swarn  Sociology
Nicholas Alan Theodoro  Economics with Finance Applications
Jaison Thomas  Biological Sciences
Zachary Collin Thompson  Economics with Finance Applications
Amanda Nicole Thornton  Anthropology
Ramon Vicente Trespalacios Fernandez  Mathematics
Daniel Leonard Trombley  Economics with Finance Applications
Nelson Jan Turk  Economics with Finance Applications
Mary Elizabeth Tuttle  Mathematics
Erik Daniel Velasco Vazquez  Mathematics
Donald Evert Wallette III  Economics with Finance Applications
Xiaoqian Wang  Economics with Finance Applications
William C. Watts  Economics with Finance Applications
Jessica T. Wendler  Mathematics
Stephen Christopher Wheelis  Biological Sciences
Abigail Frances Whitacre  Economics with Finance Applications
Jordan Alan White  Economics with Finance Applications
Haley Nicole Wilson  Mathematics
Kendra L. Wilson  Mathematics
Ryan James Witt  Economics with Finance Applications
Xi Wu  Economics with Finance Applications
Faith M. Wunschel  Mathematics
Charles Thomas Wysocki  Biological Sciences
Jingjing Yang  Economics with Finance Applications
Yiqiu Zhou  Economics with Finance Applications

IN MEADOWS SCHOOL OF THE ARTS

Degree of Bachelor of Arts

Lauren Brooke Adams  Fashion Media; Journalism
Andrew Jackson Aldrete  Film and Media Arts
Amelia C. Ambrose  Advertising
Ashley Kay Anderson  Advertising
Katherine E. Andriot  Advertising
Natali Ann Arcenibia  Advertising
Desiree Barbara Bagby  Communication Studies
Olivia Skye Bailey  Communication Studies
Jordan Elissa Barnett  Art
Raymond Beatty  Journalism
Katherine Elizabeth Bernet  Advertising
Elizabeth Carole Blumberg  Communication Studies
Rebecca Lynn Boatman  Communication Studies; Public Relations
Scott Patrick Bolton  Film and Media Arts
Mary Adger Bowen  Film and Media Arts
Naomi Celia Bowen  Advertising
Marissa Marie Braun  Communication Studies
Richard John Braxton  Creative Computing
Ruth Burst  Journalism
Chloe Anne Carabasi  Advertising; Film and Media Arts
Hayley Morris Carpenter  Communication Studies; Public Relations
Jaclyn Teresa Castaldo  Film and Media Arts
Mia Alexa Castillo  Journalism
Vivian Nancy Chen  Music
Anne-Marie Clegg  Advertising
Guy Cameron Cockrum  Creative Computing
Margaret Breckinridge Conner  Advertising
Matthew Norton Costa  Journalism
Paul Martin Curry  Advertising
Hailey Ann Curtiss  Advertising
Victoria Fingelly Daly  Communication Studies
Rachel Jordan Davis  Advertising
Parminder Paul Singh Deo  Journalism
Samantha Christina Tice Deutschman  Communication Studies
Kandi Leigh Domig  Art History
Samuel Christopher Dunn  Communication Studies
William Russell Embody  Journalism
Stephanie Nicole Embree  Journalism
Monica Jeanette Esposito  Communication Studies
Alyssa Day Eubank  Communication Studies

Elena Mithon Faison-Kracht  Communication Studies
Mackenzie Rohde Ferch  Journalism
Maria Eugenia Fernandez  Advertising
Catherine Elizabeth Finney  Advertising
Danielle Nicole Francis  Communication Studies; Public Relations
Alex William Freudenberg  Film and Media Arts
Domenica Leigh Fuller  Journalism
Vanessa Mariel Garton  Advertising
Thomas Valentine Gelso  Film and Media Arts
Kelly M. Gilliland  Advertising
Juliana Giordano  Advertising
Elizabeth Anne Glander  Advertising
Lauren Dianne Goddard  Advertising
John Ross Gramentz  Advertising
Lauren Elizabeth Graves  Art History
Ashley Megan Gross  Advertising; Fashion Media
Megan Lynn Grosos  Journalism
Allison Leigh Hackett  Advertising
Zain Hussein Haidar  Journalism
Katelyn Garner  Communication Studies
Jordan Alexis Hammesfahr  Journalism
Nicola Graae Hansen  Advertising; Film and Media Arts
Ramsay A. Hanson  Advertising
Kalyrn Renee Harper  Journalism
Derek William Hawkes  Interdisciplinary Studies in the Arts
Kian Lynette Hervey  Journalism
Katherine Elizabeth Hill  Communication Studies; Public Relations
Hillary Nicole Hirschfeld  Fashion Media; Journalism
Kathryn Jordan Hobbs  Advertising
Alexandra Hays Hoeman  Communication Studies
Yayue Wang  Isenberg Music
Yusra Jabeen  Journalism
Alyssa Day Eubank  Communication Studies

In Meadows School of the Arts
Communication Studies
Shelby Lauren Redman
Advertising

Brooke Hayley Reagan
Communication Studies

Basma Raza
Art History;
Rebecca Elizabeth Rauenhorst
Advertising

Morgan Patricia Raleigh
Journalism

Courtney Eileen Quinn
Advertising

Amanda Christine Presmyk
Communication Studies

Devean Racquel Owens
Advertising; Public Relations

Erik William Ostberg
Film and Media Arts

Alessandra Victoria Neason
Advertising

Michael Fagan Murphy
Journalism

Lauren Francis Lozano
Art History

Taylor Michelle Liece
Advertising;
Communication Studies

Lauren Francis Lozano
Art History

Hilary Claire Machado
Advertising

Omar Ryan Majzoub
Journalism

Bernabe Ignacio Maldonado
Advertising

James Alfred Mangum II
Communication Studies

Sara Virginia Martin
Advertising

Anthony Michael McAuliffe
Communication Studies

Courtney Dayle Michalek
Communication Studies

Beonny Dior Chase Mickles
Journalism

Faith Elizabeth Miller
Communication Studies;
Public Relations

Caroline Ferris Morehead
Journalism

Margaret Lynn Murphy
Communication Studies

Michael Fagan Murphy
Journalism

Alessandra Victoria Neason
Advertising

Benjamin Hung Nguyen
Communication Studies

Alexandra Paige Nowlin
Advertising;
Interdisciplinary Studies in the Arts

Margot Elizabeth O’Daniel
Advertising

Mary Elizabeth O’Donnell
Advertising

Morgan Joan O’Hare
Advertising

Mary Danielle Olson
Advertising

Erik William Ostberg
Film and Media Arts

Devean Racquel Owens
Advertising;
Public Relations

Chelsea Nicole Parker
Communication Studies

Arielle Rebecca Passy
Advertising

Samantha Marie Peltier
Journalism

Kira Plastinina
Communication Studies

Amanda Christine Presmyk
Film and Media Arts;
Journalism

Courtney Eileen Quinn
Communication Studies

Morgan Patricia Raleigh
Advertising

Rebecca Elizabeth Rauenhorst
Art History;
Communication Studies

Basma Raza
Communication Studies

Brooke Hayley Reagan
Journalism

Shelby Lauren Redman
Advertising

Kelsey Lynne Reynolds
Communication Studies

Valerie Elizabeth Rhomberg
Advertising

Hannah Poole Rittenberry
Communication Studies

Glena Marcela Rodriguez
Communication Studies

Stephen Matthew Rokus
Film and Media Arts

Paulina Marisol Román
Advertising

Lauren Allie Rule
Communication Studies

Morgan Kristine Saxe
Advertising

Courtney Mac Schellin
Journalism

Hillary Jordan Schmidt
Advertising

Elizabeth Ann Scotti
Journalism

Mackenna Jeanne Scripps
Journalism

Mary-Ashley Seabrook
Communication Studies

Caitlin Maureen Shaughnessy
Communication Studies

Nicole Riviere Shealy
Journalism

Raven Michelle Short
Communication Studies;
Public Relations

Akil Imani Simpson
Journalism

Emily Louise Sims
Journalism

Huston Barret Smith
Advertising

Spencer Lee South
Communication Studies

Courtney Sullivan Spalten
Journalism

Alexandria Renee Stinger
Advertising

Brittani Stori Strickland
Communication Studies;
Public Relations

Meredith Sohaila Tavallaei
Honors Art History

Akhil Tharyan
Communication Studies

Haley Elizabeth Thayer
Journalism

Valerie Elise Thompson
Journalism

Daniel Mark Tomlinson
Film and Media Arts

Mackenzie Katherine Turner
Advertising

Breely Karen Ugar
Communication Studies;
Public Relations

Monica Guadalupe Vallarino
Communication Studies

Jenna Grace Veldhuis
Advertising

Patricia Janelle Cuńada
Villacin

Dustin Kaufman
Advertising

Catherine Jo Welch
Journalism

Meredith Carolyn White
Advertising

Cynthia Kirby Wiley
Journalism

Alissa Jolie Williams
Journalism

Labela Ho’onani Williams
Art

Kerry Brooke Williamson
Journalism

Julianne Thayer Willis
Journalism

Rachel Claire Wilson
Film and Media Arts

Mia Megan Rae Wittern
Advertising

Sherry Zhang
Communication Studies

Alexander Harrison Zier
Communication Studies

Degree of Bachelor of Fine Arts

Katherine E. Andriot
Dance Performance

Diana Antoheo Art

Bre’Ann Marie Berger
Dance Performance

Elizabeth Adams Berkman
Theatre

Ellen Butler Blanchat
Dance Performance

Claire Jameson Carson
Theatre

Camille Dias Cuşcin
Dance Performance

Nina Felice Dramer
Theatre

Seth Jacob Fenton
Theatre

Madison Leigh Frank
Art

David Charles Gaulter
Art

Thomas Valentine Gelo
Theatre

Alyssa Nichole Hamed
Theatre

Sarah Lacy Hamilton
Theatre

Caitlin Marie Hefflin
Dance Performance

Monica Nicole Hernandez
Dance Performance

Amelia Grace Johns
Theatre

Kristen Marie Kelso
Theatre

Helen Trimble Kohnke
Art

Joshua Paul Kunkler
Theatre

Bao Ngoc Thi Le
Theatre

Carson Elizabeth McCain
Theatre

Degree of Bachelor of Music

Guido Arcella Díez
Music Composition; Violin Performance

Jesus Bernardo Hernandez
Music Education;
Saxophone Performance

Daniel Alexander Bouchard
Music Education;
Voice Performance

Hilary Nicole Case
Music Therapy

Dallas Hart Caulkins
Voice Performance

Esther Rose Coven
Music Therapy

Eric Thomas Dempsey
Guitar Performance

Cecily Christina Gordon
Voice Performance

Keelin Marie Granahan
Voice Performance

Kristie Anne Gurski
Music Education

Derek William Hawkes
Voice Performance

Evan Edward Henke
Voice Performance

Raymond Vernon Henninger
French Horn Performance

Derrick Arnold Horne
Music Composition

Michael Lloyd Jones
Viola Performance

Nicholas Avery Laham
Viola Performance

Cody Garrett McClary
Trumpet Performance

Rhema Michajah McGee
French Horn Performance

Scott Nguyen
Trumpet Performance

John Calvin Owens
Clarinet Performance

Alethea Pettinger
Music Therapy

Kathleen Marie Romano
Music Therapy

Rebecca Ellen Roose
Music Education; Voice Performance

Libbie Claire Spielmann
Clarinet Performance;
Music Composition

Samantha Thompson Stewart
Viola Performance

Chinyere Lee Oputa
Dance Performance

Mikaila Soraya Muñoz
Art

Aubrey Lynn Neal
Dance Performance

Chinyere Lee Oputa
Theatre

Sarah Ashlee Padilla
Dance Performance

Emily Alexa Perry
Dance Performance

Joshua Grant Porter
Theatre

Jakeem Dante Powell
Theatre

Natalia Nicole Ramirez
Dance Performance

Mary Brennan Reich
Theatre

Robbi Jo Robyn
Art

Edward Albert Saenz
Art

Luke Spencer Sanchez
Art

Kelsey Marie Smith
Theatre

Steven August Smith
Theatre

Taylor Adele Smith
Art

Jacoby Zachary Stewart
Theatre

Alexandria Renee Stinger
Dance Performance

Erin Martin VanderHaa
Dance Performance

Jared Samuel Wilson
Theatre

Kyla Adriana McCarty
Dance Performance

Lauren Christine Mihsehoe
Art

Uwe Detlef von Sehrwald, Jr.
Trumpet Performance
DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

Farah A. Abdelqader Marketing
Sarah Nicole Aboukhair Marketing
Zachary Ahmed Finance
Abdulrahman Najeeb Rashed Saad Alamer Finance
Rasmah Matar Almatar Accounting
Magda Judith Alvarez Finance
Cody James Anderson Accounting
Tyler Douglas Anderson Risk Management and Insurance
Maximilian Yuya Ando Hirsh General Business
Lucy Helen Andrews Finance
Julia Jeanette Anthony Accounting
Jose Nicolas Arguello Accounting
Diego Alberto Ayala Marketing
William Kelsey Baker Finance
Caroline Elise Baliker Accounting
Kristoffer Tom Balteskard Finance
Anna Powell Baxter Risk Management and Insurance
Jonathan Douglas Bayerlein Accounting
Reaghan Therese Belfour Finance
Asad Akber Berani Finance
Reid Ralston Berry Finance
Krystle Leigh Bersch Marketing
Vipander Bhatti Finance
Blair Alyssa Bigelow Finance
Alexandra Lynn Bjornnes Finance
Giuliano Blei Finance
Lucy Beatrice Blundon Real Estate Finance
Blaire Marie Bogart Marketing
Reed Alexander Bohannon Accounting
Salvador Alejandro Bonilla-Mathé Finance
William Eugene Bost Finance
Tyler Wellington Boston Marketing
Gina Louise Brown Real Estate Finance
Katherine E. Brown Marketing
Ian Monroe Byram Management
James Dylan Cahill Finance
Christopher Carrion Finance
Rhanna Denee Carter Accounting
Madisson Marie Cartwright Marketing
Laura Kathryn Casey Finance
Michael John Catalano Management
Diana Cristina Catumeau Management
Jennifer Claudette Chacon Finance
Juan Pablo Chapa Finance
Bailey N. Chapman Accounting
Matthew Stuart Cody Management
Matthew Ellis Cohen Marketing
Charlotte Baimbridge Collins Real Estate Finance
Kelly Shauna Collins Marketing
Kathryn Ashley Cooper Accounting
Colleen Elizabeth Costello Finance
Andrew Pentecost Cottam Management
Margaret Ellen Crawford Finance
Martha Lucille Creighton Finance
Caroline Mary Daly Marketing
Elizabeth Ann Damoc Marketing
Pedro Maria De Castro Ferreira Neto Pequiot Finance
Victoria Margaret DeClaris Finance
Rachel Jordan DeLesc Marketing
Nathan Lee DeBruin Finance
Thomas Paul Deskin Accounting
Raquel Diaz Management
Vivian E. Dickinson III Marketing
Stephen Constantine Digiavanni Marketing
Stephanie M. Diloreto Accounting
Kalindi Dinofer Marketing
Armaan Anwar Dossani Management
Qiyue Du Accounting
Mackenzie Jolie Durham Accounting
Sarah Caitlin Dvorak Marketing
Lisa Maria Egarter Management
Adrian Marcelo Elosua Rodriguez Finance
Ifcoona Ezinma Eenemoh Accounting
Andrew Mitchell Escher Finance
Monica Jeanette Esposito Marketing
Erica E. Essenburg Accounting
Elisa Kristian Farrell Management
Celeste Frerer Favrot Real Estate Finance
Andrew Thomas Fiepke Finance
Jordan Gregory Finch Finance
Haley Jane Finkenbinder Financial Consulting
Kaivon Khodr Forouzesh Finance
Michael Lee Forrest Marketing
Jackson Cabot Foster Finance
Morgan Rebecca Francy Marketing
Margaux Alexandra Fritz Accounting
Tyler Jones Fry Finance

Evon Striker Gart Finance
Erica Melissa Gliga Finance
Alexander Michael Goheen Finance
Ariisa Golnabi Finance
Fernando Jose Roberto Gonzalez Accounting
Stephen Donald Grant Finance
Matthew Ross Graves Accounting
Megan Kasey Gray Accounting
Hayden Andrew Greenbauer Finance
Charles Henry Grieve III Finance
Leo Griggs II Finance
Joseph Brice Griggs Finance
Ashley Lauren Gurley Finance
Kenneth James Hall Finance
Ethan Scott Hamer Accounting
Patrick C. Harris Accounting
Shahzadahon Hatamova Accounting
John Thomas Haydock Finance
Tyler Stephen Hayes Management
Amie Hazama Accounting
Tanner L. Hegfeld Accounting
Sarah Siobhan Heller Accounting
Megan Hendricks Finance
Hannah Hester Risk Management and Insurance
Dane Benson Hoban Finance
Eileen Nancy Hoedebeck Management
Tara Christine Hogan Accounting
Christian Elias Hosey Accounting
Chandler Burton Hotchkiss Marketing
Chelsea Dee Houtz Accounting
Tayyaba Noor Imran Marketing
Sahle Muhammad Jaffarani Accounting
Jordan B. Jeffcott Finance
Joel Drake Johnson Finance
Kelly Rae Johnson Real Estate Finance
Kevin Robert Johnson Finance
Meredith Lynne Jones Marketing
Diane R. Jubelt Management
John Bauman Kamensky Finance
Suzanne Jeannene Kelly Accounting
Elizabeth Landen Kerr Marketing
Faraz Mahmood Khan Accounting
Zahra Khan Marketing
Farha Khoja Management
Brianna Michelle King Accounting
Claire Barber Kinsey Accounting
Allie Grace Klein Accounting
Devon Anne Kline Finance
Russell Logan Kornman Accounting

Gavin Tristan Krogis Financial Consulting
Veronica Kumra Marketing
Cameron Douglas Kurth Management
Joseph Lawrence LaManna IV Marketing
Lindsay Scaccia LaNasa Accounting
Anthony Joseph LaRose Finance
Samantha Paige Leder General Business
Ryan Spencer Ledwith, Jr. Finance
Kyle Dudley Lemons Real Estate Finance
Anthony L. T. Lo Finance
James Balton Long Finance
Laurie Marianne Lopez Sikaffy Marketing
Glenn Hale Lowe Finance
Humberto Francisco Lozano Fernandez Finance
Carina Danielle Lukas Finance
Lauren Anne Lynngstad Marketing
Jaywin Singh Malhi Management
Natasha Sofia Malik Finance
Austin Marshall Manierre Finance
Michael Anthony Marabito Accounting
Spencer H. Markby Finance
Scott Robert Marks Accounting
Christopher Michael Marrs Finance
Kelly Gill Mathison Accounting
Kevin Lucas McClendon Finance
Mary Katherine McCloskey Accounting
Taylor Ann McClung Accounting
Thomas Andrew McCormick Accounting
Brandon James McElroy Management
David Bruce McDonald Accounting
Evan Michael Mechani Finance
Jeffrey Thomas Merritt Accounting
Martin Milian, Jr. Accounting
Jordan Nicholas Miller Finance
Magdalene Ann Miller Finance
Hiba Fatima Mirza Management
Franco Alexis Morales General Business
Dominique Noelle Mottek Finance
Michelle Elizabeth Navarre Accounting
Evan David Nawrocki Finance
William James Nayden Marketing
Anita Minara Nazmul Accounting
Stephen Hollister Nelson Finance
Bach Xuan Nguyen Finance
Sylviane Tho Nguyen Management
Nikolas Marios Noffsinger Accounting
Jenna Marie Norris Accounting
Mischa Nicolai Nowick Accounting
Julia Marie Olson Finance

Allie Grace Klein Accounting
Tracy Alice Olson  Accounting
Soo Peng Ong-Chiarini  Accounting
William Chase Orthwein  Accounting
Louis Bingham Ott  Finance
Christopher Hultgren Palmer  Finance
Satchel Hirai Park  Finance
Kaveeta Yashvant Parmar  Marketing
Gregory P. Pasiadis  Accounting
Sheetal Sandeep Patel  Accounting
Shiv S. Patel  Finance
Russell Trenton Patterson II  Finance
Kevin Nicholas Pekala  Real Estate Finance
Leanna Eden Peppercorn  Risk Management and Insurance
Pablo Julian Perez Enaola  Management
Lindsey O’Donnell Peters  Marketing
Andrew Jacob Pinkowitz  Management
Martha Ann Poul  Accounting
Michael Alexander Pratt  Real Estate Finance
Jacob Cowan Price  Finance
Alice Ansley Prigden  Accounting
Shane Mathew Priest  Financial Consulting
Lauren Bailey Probst  Marketing
Mark Christopher Prueitt  Financial Consulting
Richard Lee Putnam  Accounting
Rong Qian  Accounting
Kira Nicole Ramani  Accounting
Mark Von Redlingshafer  Real Estate Finance
Kelsey Lea Redman  Risk Management and Insurance
Meredith Nicole Reid  Real Estate Finance
Morgan Michael Reno  Marketing
Eliana Renteria  Finance
Matthew Tucker Reyes  Finance
Alexis Nicole Ricci  Real Estate Finance
Tyler S. Riek  Real Estate Finance
Amber Diane Roberts  Risk Management and Insurance
Ryan Timothy Roberts  Marketing
Steven Scott Robson  Finance
Antonio Giuseppe Rodriguez  Finance
Mark Anthony Rodriguez  Accounting
Eleanor B. Rosler  Accounting
Jillian Backer Rosnow  Risk Management and Insurance
Annelise Marie Rubbo  Accounting
Katie Jean Russell  Accounting
Vinson Goddard Rutledge  Accounting
Nicholas Nadolsky Ruuska  Finance
Ali Sadri  Finance
Nicholas Joseph Saliba  Finance
Ruby Marcela Sanchez  Accounting
Tyler Kenneth Sanford  Marketing
Sumair Singh Sangha  Finance
Kendall L. Sap  Marketing
Trevor John Scheff  Finance
August Allan Scherer  Finance
Kaleigh Elizabeth Schropp  Finance
Spencer Harris Schwartz  Accounting
Lindsay Elizabeth Seidel  Marketing
Rachel M. Sharp  Marketing
Michael Jonathan Shulman  Finance
Zachary Lake Shumway  Finance
Mallory Suzanne Singleton  Accounting
Cameron Bradford Skreden  Accounting
Olivia Price Smith  Finance
Jordan Mark Spencer  Accounting
Kyle Dee Spencer  Management
Thomas Duncan Spielberger  Accounting
Alexandra Lee Spinazzola  Finance
Michael Tyler Springer  Risk Management and Insurance
Heather Kathleen Stanislawski  Accounting
Hannah Katherine Stuckey  Finance
Lindsay Jo Stuckey  Finance
Callie Jordan Summers  Marketing
Sabeen Sidra Syed  Finance
Mary Ting-Mae Sze  Marketing
Stephanie Brooke Tatum  Marketing
Jaison Thomas  Finance
Kelsey Elizabeth Thomas  Accounting
Overton Thompson IV  Accounting
Merida Loree Thurmon  Accounting
Jared Lee Tidenberg  Real Estate Finance
Tran Nu Huyen Ton  Accounting
Cynthia Maria Torres  Management
Thang Cao Tran  Finance
Ramon Vicente Trespalacios Fernandez  Marketing
Katherine Curry Trimmer  Marketing
Daniel Leonad Trombley  Finance
Sean Scarborough  Vogel  Marketing
Bethany M. Voss  Marketing
Ryan W. Walker  Finance
Xiongfu Wang  Finance
Thomas Mason Watson  Finance
Jacob Thomas Watts  Accounting
Katie Erin Whalen  Real Estate Finance
Jeffrey Mertett Whelan  Real Estate Finance
Jordan Alan White  Finance
Karamarie Mineko White  Marketing
Melanie Louise White  Finance
Caroline Grace Willet  Accounting
Alissa Jolie Williams  Finance
Brooks Edward Willig  Accounting
Paige Lauren Withar  Marketing
Emily Allyn Wolfe  General Business
Kelsey Nicole Wolfe  Risk Management and Insurance
Trevor Anthony Wolfe  Finance
Parker Chase Wood  Finance
Xiaodan Wu  Accounting
Jingjing Yang  Accounting
Fuo Yi Yu  Accounting
Samantha Brooke Zager  Marketing

IN BOBBY B. LYLE SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING

DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS

Albert Chen  Computer Science
Heberth Daniel Flores  Computer Science

DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

Varun Agrawal  Management Science
Yaseer Hassan Alothabi  Management Science
Jose Miguel Arriaza Esquivel  Management Science
Levi Edward Bagwell  Management Science
Gavin Richard Benedict  Computer Science
Matthew Bolaños  Computer Science
Blossom Antoinette Bologna  Computer Science
Elissa Marie Bryan  Management Science
Keifer Noah Davis  Computer Science
Binh Hai Doan  Management Science
Collin Edward Dobmeyer  Computer Science
Patrick Mitchell Dunshee  Computer Science
Kaitlyn Susanne Farmer  Management Science
Jacob Donovan Faulks  Computer Science
Jane Asbury Flowers  Management Science
Daniel James Frye  Management Science
Maxwell DouglasGattuso  Computer Science
Thomas Morley Griffin  Computer Science
Sarah Anne Guenard  Management Science
Billy Joe Hightower  Management Science
John Thomas Rowdy Howell  Computer Science
Evan Jeremy Kohn  Computer Science
Ricardo Martin Ruenes  Management Science
Shawn Christopher Minnich  Management Science

Christopher Patrick KVamme Computer Science

Deanna Michele Patton  Management Science
Michelle Allyson Raimond  Management Science
Chelsea Ray Rickel  Computer Science
Hunter John Ross  Management Science
Nayra Alejandra Salamanca  Management Science
Michael Luke Scari  Computer Science
Catherine Louise Schroeder  Management Science
Kevin Sharma  Management Science
Alexander Austin Shilts  Computer Science
Nicole Justine Sliwa  Computer Science
Roman Mark Stolyarov  Computer Science
Zachary Ryan Taher  Management Science
Anthony Lawrence Taricco  Management Science
Ramon Vicente Trespalacios Fernandez  Management Science

John Richard Wadleigh  Computer Science
Shelby Kathryn Walker  Management Science
Thomas Sheridan Wells  Management Science
Melanie Louise White  Management Science
Trevor A. Youngblood  Computer Science
Santiago Zubiran  Management Science

Degree of Bachelor of Arts

Degree of Bachelor of Science

Degree of Bachelor of Science
Yumna Azam Bham
Orlando Alexander Burns
Alexius M. Castilleja
Oscar Fernando Catina
Cory Wilson Cheyne
Mariah Lynn Cowley
Obiudo I. Efochie
Alejandro Garza Ramon
Taylor Jon Henry

Reyna Elvira Hurtado
Mary Ellen Kerr
Esther Anne Kolkmann
Rebecca Lynn Lozano
Jennifer Lauren Smith
Christopher Warren Thayer
Michael Alexander Ussery

Joel George

Mallory Paige Baum
Eric Colby Carver-Simmons
Freddie Castillo II
Alyssa Aryn Chatten
Adnan F. Chowdhury
Spencer James Connaughton
Austin Gregory Finch
Brian Michael Frantz
Adam K. Gourley
Scarlet A. Gray
Steven Putnam Hatcher

Allison Jane Hawks
Eric Miles Johnson
Kathrina Paddayuman Macalanda
Tariro Nicole Machaka
Jeffrey Richard McBride
Catriona Marie McClowry
David Randall Meinberg
Rodolfo Ernesto Pena, Jr.
Kaitlin Nicole Smith
James Thomas Templeton

Andrea Brignoli
Mario Gerardo Cruz
Erika Eden Wynter Flores
Ellen Janice Holbrook
Leslie Anne Hurley

Sarah Asma Kazmi
Nancy Gathoni Lundie
Hannah Margaret McGary
Katherine Helene O’Neil
Justin D. Vause

Joshua Kendall Dubel Abramovitch
Eric Allen Alt
Maximilian Bryan Benassi
Samuel Paul Beyer
Niki Joyanne Blair
Bryce Alan Boyd
Thomas Amos Case, Jr.
Caleb Gunnar Chouffet
Alana Hope Collinsworth
Mary Keya Davani
Andrew Charles Davis

Meera Malwade Day
Lauren Charlotte Fann
Stanford Sheppard Finney
Andrew Robert Fisher
Luis Fernando Flores-Castillo
Lillian Juanita Foster
William Carl Fox, Jr.
Kaitlyn Rose Gartman
Jaron Michael Gin
Johann Derrick Fitzgerald Hall
Kaitlyn Leigh Hall

Kevin Richard Kobylika
Gunnar Michael Kohl
Katherine Margaret Krenek
Jonah Michael Lamon
Jeffrey D. Lee, Jr.
Roma Natalina Liani
Emma Yumeng Liu
Georgio Christo Livanos
Maureen Elizabeth Lohry
Joseph J. Lowenthal III
Darragh Liam Mallon
Jvan McGuire III
Ashley Lauren McNeil
Wyatt Lee Mesh
Moriah Mae Momsen
Alexander Pierce Moon
Phillip Chase Newkumet

Chance Evan Newman
Oludotun Akinjide Okulate
Caleb Luke Pool
Mason Bradford Root
Marcial Sanchez
Cindy Jo Santillan
Nicholas R. Scott
Sydney Taylor Smith
Charles William Staiger III
Zachary Thomas Turner
George Jennings Utkov
Erik Daniel Velasco Vazquez
Eduardo Villarreal Tricio
Jessica T. Wendler
Kendra L. Wilson
Faith M. Wenschel

In Annette Caldwell Simmons School of Education and Human Development

Degree of Bachelor of Science in Applied Physiology and Sport Management

Joseph Harris Amberson IV
Washington Indieka Anukoa
Caroline Worsham Aston
Jessica Maria Bartol
Laurny Elizabeth Budden
Byron R. Brown
Maresha Latasha Carrie
Rachel Katherine Cline
Samuel Christopher Dunn
William Russell Embody
Agustin Tomas Esteve
Morgan Rebecca Francy

Cameron DaMichael Gibson
Allison Leigh Hackett
Joseph Robert Hayden
Christopher John Hayzlett
Kiara Minni Hervey
Marcus Nobuyuki Holyfield
Chase M. Hover
Jeffrey Charles Jacobs
Thomas John Jankovich III
Krystal Danielle Johnson
Randall Benjamin Joyner
Dylan Michael Kavanagh

Degree of Bachelor of Science in Communication Studies

IN ANNETTE CALDWELL SIMMONS SCHOOL OF EDUCATION AND HUMAN DEVELOPMENT

Degree of Bachelor of Science in Computer Engineering

Yumna Azam Bham
Orlando Alexander Burns
Alexius M. Castilleja
Oscar Fernando Catina
Cory Wilson Cheyne
Mariah Lynn Cowley
Obiudo I. Efochie
Alejandro Garza Ramon

Degree of Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineering

Mallory Paige Baum
Eric Colby Carver-Simmons
Freddie Castillo II
Alyssa Aryn Chatten
Adnan F. Chowdhury
Spencer James Connaughton
Austin Gregory Finch
Brian Michael Frantz
Adam K. Gourley
Scarlet A. Gray
Steven Putnam Hatcher

Mallory Paige Baum
Eric Colby Carver-Simmons
Freddie Castillo II
Alyssa Aryn Chatten
Adnan F. Chowdhury
Spencer James Connaughton
Austin Gregory Finch
Brian Michael Frantz
Adam K. Gourley
Scarlet A. Gray
Steven Putnam Hatcher

Degree of Bachelor of Science in Environmental Engineering

Andrea Brignoli
Mario Gerardo Cruz
Erika Eden Wynter Flores
Ellen Janice Holbrook
Leslie Anne Hurley

Sarah Asma Kazmi
Nancy Gathoni Lundie
Hannah Margaret McGary
Katherine Helene O’Neil
Justin D. Vause

Joshua Kendall Dubel Abramovitch
Eric Allen Alt
Maximilian Bryan Benassi
Samuel Paul Beyer
Niki Joyanne Blair
Bryce Alan Boyd
Thomas Amos Case, Jr.
Caleb Gunnar Chouffet
Alana Hope Collinsworth
Mary Keya Davani
Andrew Charles Davis

Meera Malwade Day
Lauren Charlotte Fann
Stanford Sheppard Finney
Andrew Robert Fisher
Luis Fernando Flores-Castillo
Lillian Juanita Foster
William Carl Fox, Jr.
Kaitlyn Rose Gartman
Jaron Michael Gin
Johann Derrick Fitzgerald Hall
Kaitlyn Leigh Hall

Kevin Richard Kobylika
Gunnar Michael Kohl
Katherine Margaret Krenek
Jonah Michael Lamon
Jeffrey D. Lee, Jr.
Roma Natalina Liani
Emma Yumeng Liu
Georgio Christo Livanos
Maureen Elizabeth Lohry
Joseph J. Lowenthal III
Darragh Liam Mallon
Jvan McGuire III
Ashley Lauren McNeil
Wyatt Lee Mesh
Moriah Mae Momsen
Alexander Pierce Moon
Phillip Chase Newkumet

Chance Evan Newman
Oludotun Akinjide Okulate
Caleb Luke Pool
Mason Bradford Root
Marcial Sanchez
Cindy Jo Santillan
Nicholas R. Scott
Sydney Taylor Smith
Charles William Staiger III
Zachary Thomas Turner
George Jennings Utkov
Erik Daniel Velasco Vazquez
Eduardo Villarreal Tricio
Jessica T. Wendler
Kendra L. Wilson
Faith M. Wenschel

IN ANNETTE CALDWELL SIMMONS SCHOOL OF EDUCATION AND HUMAN DEVELOPMENT
May Term 2014

Candidates for Degrees

In Annette Caldwell Simmons School of Education and Human Development

Degree of Master of Science in Counseling

Courtney Atak
Virginia Brooks
Dinah Daniel
Marcy Eisinger
Amanda Frederick-Galvin
Gabriela Garcia
Rachel Gerbosi
Diana Grumbles
Katherine Hoag
Christopher Holtz
Sarah Hussain
Laurie Johanson

Lane Johnson
Hope Karney
Sabrina Kessee
Carolyn Kingsley
Hollis Langdoc
Shelby McMurtre
Tannaz Moein
Mary Neill
Stefani Threadgill
Folashade Williams
Mahnaz Wilson

The May portion of the program contains the names of candidates for degrees and honors. Inclusion in the program does not constitute evidence of completion of degrees and honors requirements.
CANDIDATES PARTICIPATING IN MAY

IN PERKINS SCHOOL OF THEOLOGY

Christopher O’Riley
Stefani Reed
Josefry Sanchez-Perry
Lindsay Smith

IN DEDMAN SCHOOL OF LAW

Degree of Master of Laws
Comparative & International Law
Abdullah Tours

Degree of Juris Doctor
Jennifer Valdez

IN DEDMAN COLLEGE OF HUMANITIES AND SCIENCES

Degree of Master of Arts
Edward Clune Applied Economics
Yuyan Liu Economics
Feliberto Daniel Sanabria Applied Economics
Duyen Tran Applied Economics

IN MEADOWS SCHOOL OF THE ARTS

Degree of Master of Arts
Samantha Robinson Art History

IN BOBBY B. LYLE SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING

Degree of Master of Science
Abdulmajeed Bashawri Systems Engineering

Degree of Master of Science in Civil Engineering
Jeffrey Michael Robinson

Degree of Master of Science in Engineering Management
Tarek Al Olabi

Degree of Master of Science in Electrical Engineering
Alyssa Anna Mayse

Degree of Master of Science in Mechanical Engineering
Junkai Zhao

IN ANNETTE CALDWELL SIMMONS SCHOOL OF EDUCATION AND HUMAN DEVELOPMENT

Degree of Master of Arts in Dispute Resolution
Melisa Dorney
Chelsea Odem

Degree of Master of Education
Amanda Jane Chambers
Megan K. Denny
Erin McCrory Evans
Todd David Fornadel
Melonee Dawn Foss
Hannah Francesca Garrad
Jessica Lejuan Gilmore
Katrina Glenn
Laura Elizabeth Hering
James Ronald Hughes
Mercy Morales Hurt
Carolyn Ann Lee
Alicia Tarr Love
Angela Jasmin Martinez
John Charles McCutcheon
Heather Linn Neale Pineda

Degree of Master of Liberal Studies
Jean Anne Cheatham Self-Designed
Heather Cordova The Arts And Cultural Traditions
Sejal Desai The Arts and Cultural Traditions
Vanessa Duran Self-Designed
Sandra Henderson Human Rights and Social Justice
Amy Hultquist
Tiffani Mauldin
Laurel Van Buren Creative Writing

Degree of Master of Science in Counseling
Miriam Combs
Victoria Coronado
Laura Fleming
Jacqueline Brooke Freeland
Danielle George
Ana Guzman
Anna Kim
Leigh Mann
Brittany Miller
Marci Orr
Brittany Robbins
Dana Roosa
Juan Zambrano
Degree of Master of Science in Sport Management

Okechukwu Amadi
Hayley Greer Argo
Thomas Ashcraft
Kyle Brandenburgh
John Bryant
Julian Fletcher
Taylor Hess
Stevan James
Edward Pipkin
Trenton Redington
Erich Weller
Kyle Woodworth

Degree of Bachelor of Arts

Jordan Ackerman Environmental Studies
Korina Baker Sociology
Amanda Beard English
John Brizendine Sociology
Phillip Busey Economics
Hunter Cofoid Psychology
Connor Flynn Geology
Sophia Ganesh Human Rights, Political Science
Rodrigo Garza Perez Economics
Daisy Gonzalez Psychology
Jack Kazickas Markets And Cultures
Collier Kelley Political Science
Elizabeth Loder Markets And Cultures
Alberto Carlos Lummis Markets And Cultures
Lisa Martinez Human Rights, Psychology
Nadia Martins Environmental Studies
Juan Pablo Mata Azpiazu German
Alice McCall Sociology
Whitney McCoy Economics
Johanna Miesner Psychology
Dulaney Miller Psychology
William Musselman Economics
Virginia Norton English
Ross Peets Economics, Markets And Cultures
Lauren Probst Economics
Coral Robles Environmental Studies
Erika Romo Gonzalez Economics, Markets And Cultures
Daniel Roundtree Markets And Cultures
Michael Saunders Philosophy, Spanish
Charles Silverfield Political Science
Phyllis Spann English
Stanley Stubblefield Markets And Cultures
Amanda Throckmorton Markets And Cultures
Isis Wilson Sociology
Michael Wilson Economics

Degree of Bachelor of Science

Michael Ammar Economics With Financial Applications
Sarah Bell Anthropology
William Blakeley Economics With Financial Applications
Nicholas Dileo Economics With Financial Applications
Alexandra Farrar Mathematics
Iman Foo man Economics With Financial Applications
Sergio Garza Economics With Financial Applications
Michael Genecov Geology
Mathilde Hellinghausen Anthropology
Javier Hinojosa Rodriguez Economics with Finance Applications
Ghazala Jannmohamed Anthropology
Austen Klausner Geophysics
Lowell Lewis Economics With Financial Applications
William Longino Economics With Financial Applications
Aric Luu Economics
James Ma lillet Economics With Financial Applications
Dumit Diana Mansour Economics With Financial Applications
Ricardo Martinez Hauser Economics With Financial Applications
Jose Mendez Economics With Financial Applications
John Riedman Geology

Degree of Bachelor of Fine Arts

Soraya Caroline Abtahi Art
Timothy David Beirne Theatre
Kaylah Chanel Burton Dance Performance
Jordan Scott Castilejila Art

Degree of Bachelor of Music

Jesus Bermeo Hernandez Saxophone Performance
William Gover French Horn Performance, Music Composition

Degree of Bachelor of Business Administration

Youssef Ahmed Finance
Shawn Saleem Akberali Finance
Ahlam Saleh Alturki Accounting
Claire Frances Austin Accounting
Camille Dulani Bob III Finance
Daniel Laurens Brock General Business
Marc Alexander Feldman Real Estate Finance
Xiaochen Feng Finance
Claudia Gonzalez Sada General Business
Jeffrey Mark Hammond Real Estate Finance
Lauren Alexander Hogan Accounting
Kyle Christian Knapp General Business
Dustin Thomas Lane Marketing
Minwook Lee Accounting
Arthur William MacAlpine Real Estate Finance
Juan Pablo Mata Azpiazu Finance
Alfredo Molina Gutierrez Marketing
Courtney Thao Nguyen Accounting
Abbey Nicole Norris Marketing
Amanda Michelle Patterson Accounting
Jordan Robert Kelley Pierson Marketing
Kristina Abbott Roberts Accounting
In 1911, a Methodist education commission made a commitment to establish a major Methodist university in Texas. More than 600 acres of open prairie and $300,000 pledged by a group of Dallas citizens secured the university for Dallas, and it was chartered as Southern Methodist University. In appreciation of the city's support, the first building to be constructed on the campus was named Dallas Hall. It remains the centerpiece and symbol of SMU. When the University opened in 1915, it consisted of two buildings, 706 students, a 35-member faculty and total assets of $636,540. The original schools of SMU were the College of Arts and Sciences, the School of Theology and the School of Music.

SMU is owned by the South Central Jurisdiction of the United Methodist Church. The first charge of its founders, however, was that it become a great university, not necessarily a great Methodist university. From its founding, SMU has been nonsectarian in its teaching and committed to the values of academic freedom and open inquiry.

Today SMU offers a comprehensive curriculum through Dedman College of Humanities and Sciences – and six schools: Meadows School of the Arts, Cox School of Business, Lyle School of Engineering, Perkins School of Theology, Dedman School of Law and Annette Caldwell Simmons School of Education and Human Development. The University offers more than 115 undergraduate majors, master's degrees in more than 130 areas, Ph.D. degrees in 29 fields and more than 45 certificate programs. Enrollment for the spring 2014 term was 10,614, including 6,089 undergraduate students and 4,444 graduate students. SMU students come from 49 states, the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico, American Samoa, the Virgin Islands and 83 countries. About 73 percent of first-year students received some form of financial assistance for spring 2014. About 25 percent of the student body are minorities; 73 percent of undergraduates and 53 percent of graduate students report religious affiliation: 16 percent are Roman Catholic and 11 percent are Methodist. Also represented in the student body are other Protestant denominations and other religions, including Judaism, Buddhism, Islam and Hinduism.

In addition to preparing students for graduate and professional schools, or more directly for their life's work, the University strives to enhance their social, moral, intellectual and religious development so that they may lead worthy lives as individuals and citizens of the nation and of the world.
In 2014, as part of its Second Century Celebration, SMU is commemorating the Year of the Faculty, marking the extraordinary contributions of the University’s esteemed faculty as researchers, teachers and University citizens.

Please visit the Year of the Faculty website at smu.edu/100/faculty to see highlights of individual faculty members and their remarkable achievements across the spectrum of disciplines, and to read memories left by generations of graduates. This year’s graduates are invited to share memories of favorite professors and the life-changing impacts they have made. Selected memories will be featured on this website, at SMU’s Centennial Hall and in SMU publications.

BOARD OF TRUSTEES RESOLUTION COMMEMORATING
A CENTURY OF LEADERSHIP, ACHIEVEMENT AND SERVICE BY THE SMU FACULTY

Whereas, SMU is commemorating the centennials of its founding in 1911 and its opening in 1915, through The Second Century Celebration; and

Whereas, SMU’s first president, Robert S. Hyer, initiated the formation of the University’s faculty in 1914 in preparation for SMU’s opening the subsequent year; and

Whereas, SMU’s first faculty of 25 professors set the standard of excellence for their successors, now totaling more than 725 full-time scholar-teachers in the College and Schools of the University; and

Whereas, for the past century the SMU faculty has taught, mentored and inspired generations of students who, as alumni, have applied this knowledge to lead their professions and communities throughout the world; and

Whereas, the SMU faculty has contributed substantially to the development of new knowledge and perspectives through research and creative achievement; and

Whereas, the SMU faculty has participated meaningfully in public discourse at local, national and international levels, providing expertise and insights on important issues; and

Whereas, members of the SMU faculty have achieved distinction in their disciplines and have been recognized with appointments to prestigious national academies; and

Whereas, members of the SMU faculty have served as leaders and members on University committees and commissions that address important academic, administrative and campus life issues; and

Whereas, through these efforts, the University has been shaped by the faculty over the past century into an institution of growing distinction and impact; and

Whereas, the University’s second century of achievement will be defined through the active participation and guidance of the faculty.

Therefore be it Resolved, that the Board of Trustees of Southern Methodist University hereby expresses its gratitude for the contributions of the SMU faculty to the progress of the University, through 100 years of leadership, achievement and service, and for the role it will play in advancing SMU in its second century. The Board further recommits the University to the continued support of the faculty’s individual and collective efforts, which advance the core mission of the University.

Presented on this eleventh day of April, two thousand and fourteen.

The academic procession and the regalia worn by the faculty and officers of the University symbolically represent the continuing link between the modern American university and the founding of the great medieval universities in Europe – chief among them Bologna, Paris and Oxford. As those institutions were derived from the Catholic Church, the universities adopted many of the ceremonial trappings of the church in their official public functions.

The mace of the University, a symbol of the authority vested in the president by the Board of Trustees and representing the covenant between the president and the faculty, is borne by the president of the Faculty Senate. Though the order of the procession varies from university to university, at SMU it proceeds from the chief marshal through the ranks of the faculty and the officers of the University to the president, who is preceded by the mace-bearer.

The caps and gowns worn in the procession also vary from place to place. There are variations in design to indicate the degrees held by the wearers, and many universities in America have introduced colorful gowns and other distinguishing details (in place of the customary clerical black from which all originated). The caps, too, vary according to the customs of the university from which the wearer received a degree. While most American universities adopted the “mortarboard” style of Oxford, others have chosen styles based on other European institutions. The color of the tassel worn with the cap may be black for any degree, or the color may be that of the faculty of the major field of learning (e.g., Arts, Engineering, Law). Persons holding doctoral degrees and governing officials of institutions are entitled to wear tassels of gold metallic thread.

Within the great varieties of styles and colors in gowns and caps, there has been one universally accepted code for the hood worn trailing down the wearer’s back. Originally, it was like the hood on the habit worn by monks and very useful for protection against the weather and even for begging for alms. Nowadays, the hood through length and color shows the degree and the specialization of the wearer, and the university that granted the degree.

Through these colorful ceremonies, SMU symbolically displays the continuity of its educational purposes with the origins of organized learning in the Western world.

Thomas R. Arp
Associate Professor Emeritus of English
Candidates for degrees at SMU are robed in custom regalia, specially designed to incorporate SMU’s colors and symbols.

The doctoral gown in dark blue includes velvet chevrons on each of the bell sleeves. The gown is marked by velvet panels down the front and around the neck. The front panels are embroidered in gold thread with the SMU seal, and gold braid outlines the chevrons and panels. The color of the trim identifies the faculty. A partial list of faculty colors follows: Arts, Letters, Humanities – White; Music – Pink; Business – Drab; Philosophy – Dark Blue; Engineering – Orange; Science – Golden Yellow; Fine Arts – Brown; Theology – Scarlet; Law – Purple. The lining of the hood – that portion most visible from the rear – indicates the institution awarding the degree. SMU’s hood lining is blue with red chevron.

The master’s gown, also in dark blue, has a front yolk outlined in red braid, and the SMU seal is embroidered in red on the left side. Like traditional master’s robes, gowns are arranged so that the arm emerges from a long sleeve through a slit at the wrist. A mortarboard with a colored tassel representing the discipline in which the degree is earned also is worn.

Doctoral and master’s candidates wear hoods that are 3½ feet long and 4 feet long, respectively. The velvet trimming, in the same order, is 3 inches wide and 5 inches wide. The color of the trim identifies the faculty. A partial list of faculty colors follows: Arts, Letters, Humanities – White; Music – Pink; Business – Drab; Philosophy – Dark Blue; Engineering – Orange; Science – Golden Yellow; Fine Arts – Brown; Theology – Scarlet; Law – Purple. The lining of the hood – that portion most visible from the rear – indicates the institution awarding the degree. SMU’s hood lining is blue with red chevron.

The bachelor’s gown in dark blue has the traditional characteristics of a bachelor’s robe, including full front pleats and balanced fluting. Its distinguishing characteristics are the long pointed sleeves. A red silk stole embroidered in blue with the SMU seal is worn across the shoulders. Bachelor’s gowns are worn with a tassel and mortarboard.

SMU’s regalia visually honor the University’s traditions and spirit, which we celebrate this morning.

Chains of office, also known as collars, were used as badges of office in the Middle Ages. Today they are custom-designed metal necklaces worn by the president during academic ceremonies as part of his or her regalia.

The chain of office designed for the 10th president of SMU, R. Gerald Turner, is made of bronze, a strong and durable metal. The medallion of the necklace is dominated by the University seal design, just as the seal is the centerpiece in the floor of the Rotunda in Dallas Hall, SMU’s historic first building.

The chain is an appropriate choice for the design of the medallion because it represents the president’s responsibility to the sound education of each and every student at SMU. Each first-year and transfer student passes through Dallas Hall and views the University seal on his or her processional entry into the University at Opening Convocation. Upon graduation, students reverse the process during the Rotunda Recessional ceremony at the conclusion of the Baccalaureate Service during May Commencement weekend.

The bail, joining the medallion and the chain, represents the institution’s bond between the faculty and the student body. Equally, the 32-inch chain, a work of art whose two ends are clasped together, represents the joining of the desire to teach and the eagerness to learn demonstrated by SMU’s faculty and students.
The Official University Mace

Staffs that call groups to order are as old as civilization itself. Today’s ceremonial maces descend particularly from medieval armor-piercing clubs topped by bludgeoning balls. These fierce weapons swiftly acquired symbolic meaning. By the 14th century, a mace, carried at the front of formal processions, required bystanders to note the authority and integrity of the event. In the 16th century, this formidable weapon lost its battle utility but took a symbolic turn: the spiked head evolved into a decorative orb. The European tradition by which universities presented maces on solemn occasions to signify their independence and protective power was adopted by their successors worldwide. The mace-bearer, who is the president of the Faculty Senate, leads formal ceremonies carrying this visible reminder of the University’s history and status.

The 22-pound mace currently in use at SMU is linked to the inauguration of President Willis M. Tate (1954–1972 and 1974–75) and is known as the Tate Mace. The 57-inch staff is topped by a 10½-inch orb that represents not only the University’s worldly authority but also echoes its distinctive neoclassical style. The orb is impressed with the seal of the University and is encircled with SMU’s motto, *Veritas Liberabit Vos* (“The truth will make you free”). Surmounting the orb is a cross painted vividly in SMU red, a reminder of SMU’s religious heritage.

The designer and manufacturer of the Tate Mace are unknown. The mace had become heavily worn from 50 years of use and handling, and in 2008 it was totally refurbished under the direction of Project Manager Fred Banes by SMU’s Office of Planning, Design and Construction.

History based on citation prepared by Alvina Bonnie Wheeler, associate professor of English.

The Howard Lantern

The Howard Lantern is dedicated to Professor Lorn Lamber Howard, chief marshal *emeritus* of SMU from 1978–1987, in honor of his role in shaping the traditions and protocol of SMU’s modern-day academic ceremonies. Designed in 2008 and crafted out of steel, aluminum and water glass, the lantern symbolizes the Rotunda of Dallas Hall, the University’s oldest building and centerpiece of the campus. Engraved around the base is the University’s motto, *Veritas Liberabit Vos*, which means “The truth will make you free.”

Around the top band are the words to “Varsity,” SMU’s alma mater. Each year during the May Baccalaureate Service, this lantern is handed down by the senior class president to a representative of the junior class, a symbolic passing of the light that sustains our University. The Howard Lantern serves as a reminder of the important traditions that make up our corporate University life and the light of learning and intellectual curiosity that shines within the students, faculty and staff here at SMU.
Mortar Board

The SMU chapter of Mortar Board thanks you for purchasing flowers today to support its activities. Mortar Board is a national honor society of senior students recognized for the accomplishments of both academic excellence and service to the community. Proceeds from the flower sale will enable students to conduct numerous service-oriented activities during the year. In addition to student and faculty recognition events, members plan to sponsor a book drive in keeping with the national theme “Reading Is Leading.”

Leave a Mark on the Hilltop that Celebrates Your Graduate’s Accomplishment

SMU is pleased to offer graduating seniors and their families the opportunity to be recognized with an etched paver on SMU’s Crain Family Centennial Promenade. Pavers will be installed on the Promenade on Ownby Drive in celebration of the 100th anniversary of SMU’s opening in 2015. By making a special $100 gift, you can leave a legacy for future generations and celebrate the promise of the University’s next 100 years.

Make your mark at smu.edu/paver.

Questions? 214-768-4525 or donorrelations@smu.edu

Tag, You’re It. #SMU2014

We want to see photos of you in your graduation garb and hear about your next destination – job, grad school, travel, whatever. Put them up by May 31 on Twitter, Instagram or the SMU Facebook page using #SMU2014 to be entered into a contest to win two Southwest Airlines vouchers or other great prizes. Contest details at smu.edu/2014.

SMU Office of National Fellowships and Awards

SMU Students Winning National Fellowships and Awards 2012-2014

Rahfin Faruk, Economics Truman Scholar 2014-2016
Fantine Giap, Biological Sciences Truman Scholar Finalist 2014
Prithvi Rudrappa, Biochemistry Truman Scholar Finalist 2014
E. Jewel Lipps, Chemistry Udall Environmental Scholar Honorable Mention 2014
Eric Alt, Chemistry Goldwater Scholar 2013-14
Nicole Hartman, Physics Goldwater Scholar 2014-2016
Dalton Kim, Chemistry Goldwater Scholar Honorable Mention 2014
Janice Kim, Biological Sciences Goldwater Scholar Honorable Mention 2013
Sara Kendrick, Electrical Engineering Goldwater Scholar Honorable Mention 2014
Afshan Kamrudin, graduate Anthropology Fulbright Grant to South Africa 2014-2015
Han Na Kim, Political Science Fulbright English Teaching Assistant to South Korea 2013-2014
Margaret M. Wells, Fulbright U.K. Summer Institute Scholar
E. Jewel Lipps, Chemistry EPA Graduate Research Opportunity Fellowship 2013-2015
Patrick O. Magistrado, Biological Sciences Joint Admission Medical Program (JAMP) 2014
Marisela Munoz, Biological Sciences Joint Admission Medical Program (JAMP) 2014
Nicolas Noboa, Biological Sciences Joint Admission Medical Program (JAMP) 2014
Brandon Bub, History Fellow to Center for the Study of the Presidency and Congress 2013-2014
Rahfin Faruk, Economics Fellow to Center for the Study of the Presidency and Congress 2014-2015
Vy Tuong Nguyen, Biochemistry Gilman Scholarship 2014 to Russia
Ramsha Ahmed, International Studies Gilman Scholarship 2014 to Russia
Celia Garza, Biological Sciences Gilman Scholarship 2014 to Costa Rica
Olivia Cassidy, Film & Media Arts Japan Exchange Teaching Program 2014-15
Allison Leopold, Dance Alpha Chi national Nolle Scholarship 2014-2015
Brandon Bub, History Marron Award for Historical Analysis, Center for Presidency 2014
Shay Cannedy, graduate Anthropology National Science Foundation, Doctoral Dissertation Research Grant 2013-14
Nicole Hartman, Physics National Science Foundation REU Undergraduate Research 2014
Roza Essaw, Communications Rotary International Global Grant, 2013-14
Joshua Mauldin, graduate Religious Studies Deutsche Akademischer Austauschdienst 2014
Megan Hinrichsen, graduate Anthropology PEO Scholar Award 2013-2014
For more information, visit smu.edu/EngagedLearning.

Joshua Abramovitch, candidate, BS in Mechanical Engineering; Physics: Development of a Silicon PIN Diode X-Ray Detector

Yazen Abusad, candidate, BS in Biochemistry: Computational Study of Nitric Oxide Autoxidation Mechanism Using Quantum Chemistry Methods

Goke Akinniranye, candidate, BA in Markets and Culture; Psychology: The Dual Impact of Stereotype Threat and Solo Status on the Intellectual Performance of African-Americans

Mariam Alaka, candidate, BA in Psychology: Knowledge, Attitudes, and Beliefs towards HIV/AIDS among orphans in Lagos, Nigeria

Eric Alt, candidate, BS in Chemistry; Math; Mechanical Engineering: Design of “Chemical Cleaners” for Removing Heavy Metals from Contaminated Soils and Waters

Justin Berman, candidate, BA in Creative Computing: Spellbound

Lauryn Boddien, candidate, BS in Applied Physiology and Sports Management: Bite Me: Food as Culture in Dallas and London

Richard Braxton, candidate, BA in Creative Computing; Geology: Quake Map

Daniel Brock, candidate, BBA: An Ethical Look at Hydraulic Fracturing

Claire Carson, candidate, BFA in Theatre: Lifted

Delanah Colbert, candidate, BA in International Studies: Feeding Practices in Cusco, Peru

Tyrone Davis, candidate, BA in Biological Sciences: Bali Arts Day at SMU

Parminder Deo, candidate, BA in Journalism; BS in Biological Sciences: Residential Commons: Oxford at SMU

Binh Doan, candidate, BS in Management Science: Deloitte Consulting Summer Internship Experience

Zachary Friske, candidate, BA in Psychology; BS in Biochemistry: Operation HeartSafe: a study of the actor-based CPR training model

Thomas Gelo, candidate, BA in Film and Media Studies; BFA in Theatre: London through the Lens of Avant Garde Film

Fantine Giap, candidate, BS in Biological Sciences: Breast Cancer in Vietnam: Pamphlets as a Teaching Tool

Michael Graves, candidate, BA in Corporate Communication and Public Affairs; Religious Studies: Building Community in the 21st Century in the Local Church: creating foundations for growth and sustainability

Derek Hawkes, candidate, BA in Orchestral Management; BM in Trombone Performance: American Orchestras and Their Utilization of Mobile Technology for Increasing Revenue

Jeffrey He, candidate, BS in Biological Science: Cultural Impact of Western Fast Food Chains on China

Taylor Henry, candidate, BS in Civil Engineering: Passive Water Distillation: Modeling Evaporation and Condensation

Ellen Holbrook, candidate, BS in Environmental Engineering: Passive Water Distillation: Water Quality Analysis

Yusra Jabeen, candidate, BA in Human Rights; Journalism: Face of Homelessness in Dallas, Texas

Ghazala Jamahmimed, candidate, BS in Anthropology: Bringing the Past to the Public

Kirsten Johannson, candidate, BA in Environmental Studies; Public Policy: Reducing Plastic Marine Debris through Policy

Kristen Kelso, candidate, BA in Spanish; BFA in Theatre: Hidden: A Solo Performance

Jaywin Malhi, candidate, BA in Political Science; BBA in Management: Congress and Interest Groups: A Study on Influence in Public Policy Formation

Emily Mankowski, candidate, BA in Human Rights; Political Science: From Boat People to Refugees: Analyzing the Plight of Asylum Seekers in Australia and the Country’s Violations of International Law

Lauren Mishoe, candidate, BFA in Theatre: Mother’s Song: A Solo Performance

Sarah Montonchaikul, candidate, BA in Art History; French: Guide to Conserving Pithoi, Past and Present: Mugello Valley Archaeology Project

Ricky Mouser, candidate BA in Philosophy; Psychology; Spanish; Statistical Science: Charting Undergraduate Research: A Review of the URA Program

Basma Raza, candidate, BA in Communication Studies: Doing Diversity Well on College Campuses and Beyond

Xinqi Mike Ren, candidate, BS in Biological Sciences: The Allure and Impact of Fast Food in China

Alexandria Stinger, candidate, BA in Advertising; BFA in Dance Performance: Tomorrow’s Song: Context and Choreographic Intent

Rebecca Swarm, candidate, BS in Sociology: Success by the Plateful: Rates of Successful Vocational Training in Adjudicated Youth

Meredith Tavallaee, candidate, BA in Art History; French: Recent National Treasure Acquired by the Louvre

Jaison Thomas, candidate, BBA in Finance; BS in Biological Sciences: A Tale of Two Cities: Health Literacy Between Two Western Healthcare Models

Hayley Wagner, candidate, BA in Anthropology; French: Human Rights: “Une Nouvelle Vie”: Healthcare and Identity of Congolese Immigrants in Texas

Rachel Wilson, candidate, BA in Film and Media Arts: Wall Street Dallas
**The Day’s Events**

**DIPLOMA PRESENTATION CEREMONIES**

**Dedman College of Humanities and Sciences**
*A reception for Dedman College graduates is held from 1:00-4:00 p.m. in the Rotunda of Dallas Hall.*

**Half Past Twelve in the Afternoon**
Earth Sciences – McCord Auditorium, Dallas Hall
Mathematics, Statistical Science and Physics – Hughes-Trigg Theater
Political Science, International Studies, Latin American Studies and Public Policy –
Caruth Auditorium, Owen Arts Center (This event requires tickets.)
English – Martha Proctor Mack Grand Ballroom, Umphrey Lee Center

**One in the Afternoon**
Sociology and Markets and Culture – Hughes-Trigg Ballroom (This event requires tickets.)

**Half Past One in the Afternoon**
History – Hughes-Trigg Theater

**Two in the Afternoon**
Biochemistry and Chemistry – The Martha Proctor Mack Grand Ballroom, Umphrey Lee Center
Human Rights and Ethnic Studies – O’Donnell Hall, Owen Arts Center
Religious Studies – McCord Auditorium, Dallas Hall

**Three in the Afternoon**
World Languages and Literatures – Caruth Auditorium, Owen Arts Center
Psychology – Hughes-Trigg Ballroom (This event requires tickets.)

**Half Past Three in the Afternoon**
Anthropology – Martha Proctor Mack Grand Ballroom, Umphrey Lee Center
Biology – Hughes-Trigg Theater
Philosophy – McCord Auditorium, Dallas Hall

**Four in the Afternoon**
Economics – McFarlin Auditorium

**Annette Caldwell Simmons School of Education and Human Development**

**Friday, May 16, 2014**

**Three in the Afternoon**
McFarlin Auditorium
*A reception is held at 11:30 a.m. on Saturday, May 17, 2014, in Simmons Hall*

**Lyle School of Engineering**

**Half Past One in the Afternoon**
McFarlin Auditorium
*A reception follows in Caruth Hall*

---

**Edwin L. Cox School of Business**

**Half Past One in the Afternoon**
Undergraduate Ceremony, Moody Coliseum
*A reception follows in the courtyard of the Cox School of Business*

**Half Past Three in the Afternoon**
Graduate Ceremony, Moody Coliseum
*A reception follows in the Collins Center*

**Perkins School of Theology**

**Two in the Afternoon**
Highland Park United Methodist Church
*A reception follows at 3:30 p.m. in the Great Hall of Elizabeth Perkins Prothro Hall*

**Dedman School of Law Hooding Ceremony**

**Half Past Six in the Evening**
Law School Quadrangle
*A reception follows in Karcher Auditorium of Story Hall*

**Meadows School of the Arts**

**Half Past Six in the Evening**
Owen Arts Center – Outdoors
*A reception precedes the ceremony at 4 p.m. in Greer Garson Theatre*
Please visit the Events Schedule tab at smu.edu/commencement for more information, including contact information and ticketing details. Diploma presentation ceremonies are held Saturday, May 17, 2014, unless otherwise specified.
The Star Spangled Banner

Oh, say can you see, by the dawn’s early light,
What so proudly we hailed at the twilight’s last gleaming?
Whose broad stripes and bright stars, through the perilous fight,
O’er the ramparts we watched, were so gallantly streaming?
And the rockets’ red glare, the bombs bursting in air,
Gave proof through the night that our flag was still there.
Oh, say does that star-spangled banner yet wave
O’er the land of the free and the home of the brave?

Varsity

Oh, we see the Varsity,
Varsity, Varsity,
As she towers o’er the hill
Over there.
And our hearts are filled with joy,
SMU, SMU,
Alma Mater, we’ll be true
Forever!